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Coi/erStory
The anarchic hero of many
daring adventures, William, as
depicted on our cover by Thomas
Henry in one of his effective,
humorous pen and ink
illustrations, is now a period
piece. A William de nos jours
illustrated by Tony Ross and
aimed at a younger audience
stands alongside him. This new
William will be featured in
adaptations of the stories by
Martin Jarvis. Thanks to
Macmillan Children's Books for
their help with this
November cover.
The William
books and their
creator, Richmal
Crompton,
are dis-
cussed on
page 8 of
this issue.

EDITORIAL

T rue originality in literature
lies in the writing and this is
as true of children's literature
as of adults'. We can add,

since we are talking about children's
literature, that true originality can
also lie in the illustration. Has this
book, of whatever kind, something
original to say? Does it say it in an
original way? With more than 8,000
new titles for children published in
the UK alone each year, originality is
no small thing and landmark books
few and far between.
These days, however, originality and
quality (an individual voice, effortless
command of narrative or structure,
technical brav-
ura, delight in
language, a grasp
of the chosen
genre, a sense of
a u d i e n c e ,
humanity and so
forth) are no
longer enough.
As the balance of
power in the
p u b l i s h i n g
industry has
shifted to the
m a r k e t i n g
d e p a r t m e n t ,
poets have also
to be good per-
formers of their

i i - i Ram, this months New Talent, is reviewed on page 19.

writers have to
be good looking, have an interesting
background and be dressed by
Oswald Boateng or Nicole Farhi.
Aristocratic connections or their
converse are preferred.
I exaggerate wildly to make a point.
However, I am also unable to forget
acquisition meetings at the last
prestigious publishing house I
worked for where ability to perform if
you were a poet could mean the
difference between publication or

Rosemary Stones

non publication. This is truly the book
as commodity with the writer or poet
or illustrator needing to display
celebrity lifestyle potential in the
intense competition for marketing
resources and thereby, cultural
attention.

But what of the
writer or poet
who cannot per-
form in schools
or speak at
c o n f e r e n c e s ,
who would sooner
die than be an
a r t i s t - i n - r e s i -
dence or read
their work in a
station, prison or
s u p e r m a r k e t ?
Can their books
be allowed to
speak for those
to whom a road
show is anathema?

As Margaret Meek
puts it in her

article in this issue of BfK, Adults
Reading Children's Books': 'Happy the
writer whose editor is the friend of the
text rather than a representative of
the finance department concerned
with "what the market will stand".'

m
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Instead of going ahead to explore the horizons of a new millennium, most
of the books published for Christmas 2000 seem to be celebrating - and
re-interpreting - the traditions of times past. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the number of thoughtful retellings of classic fairy tales ...
Joanna Carey discusses these and other beautiful books for giving.

I n Fairy Tales Berlie Doherty in
collaboration with illustrator Jane
Ray has chosen twelve well known
stories. It's a beautifully produced,

well proportioned book with rich
mulberry endpapers and a fine, firm,
rose-tinted binding. Text and
illustrations are set, gilt-edged, against a
background of what must surely be
swatches of fairy fabrics and enchanted
wallpapers. Ray is famed for her highly
decorative work ... exotic doe-eyecl
princesses, usually seen in profile, in
leafy bowers under star spangled skies
... But here she extends her range
magnificently: throughout the book, and
especially in Snow White, spirited
silhouettes in the style of Rackham
weave intricate threads of narrative
detail into the rich textures of Doherty's
fine retelling. And in Rumpelstiltskin,
the picture of the miller's daughter
contemplating the mountain of straw,
with just a plain inky blue border, is both
beautiful and eloquent in its simplicity.
In The Kingfisher Book of Fairy Tales
Vivian French's robust storytelling is
aided and abetted by outbreaks of
exuberant typography. With a slightly
different emphasis, Peter Malone creates
magical effects with unusual close-toned
colours, atmospheric lighting and

Italianate backdrops.
A large format
illustrated book
like this has the
ability to
transform itself
into a sort of

ap-top theatre,
so Malone's

stunning
pictures

have
greatest

. • ' . • ' . • : • • • • ; • • • • . , - . • •
• ' ---. .•.:•>" ry-r;. I ...»

- :
Cinderella from Berlie Doherty and Jane Ray's Fairy Tales.

impact when they're allowed to occupy
the whole page. And there are some
great characters here, and while their
gestures are purposefully stagey and
formal, when they make eye contact with
you, like the doltish Jack, the siren

Cinderella - striking quite a
challenging attitude, with her mop

and bucket — the upwardly
mobile wife of the fisherman, or
the angelic miller's daughter in
Rumpelstiltskin, they are
absolutely unforgettable -

Left, Hansel and Gretel from The
Kingfisher Book of Fairy Tales.

and you keep turning back the pages to
have another look.

Unlike Doherty and French, Kevin
Crossley-Holland, the author of
Enchantment: Fairy Tales, Ghost Stories
and Tales of Wonder, sees no need for
an introduction to his collection: he
simply hurtles you into the path of the
oncoming stories, the first of which is an
alarming Irish folk tale about a pair of
severed feet ... There's an East Anglian
version of Rumpelstiltskin (Tom Tit Tot)
and a rather different Cinderella -
Mossycoat. And at the end, a real sting-
in-the-tail — Boo! These eminently read
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The King of the Cats' from Enchantment:
Fairy Tales, Ghost Stories and Tales of
Wonder.

aloud stories have an irresistible urgency
that's brilliantly reflected in Emma
Chichester Clark's illustrations: full of
movement and veiled in subtle dark
washes of colour, her drawings are
deliciously scary, funny and romantic all
at the same time.
Fly, Eagle, Fly! is an adaptation by
Christopher Gregorowski of a thought-
provoking African fable about an eagle
brought up amongst chickens: rather
like the ugly duckling, he has no sense
of his own identity. Set in an African
village, the people, the birds, animals
and the glorious landscape are
beautifully portrayed in Niki Daly's loose
but authoritative brush drawings and as
the story moves to its soaring climax his
subtle fluid watercolours express all the
vastness of the African landscape.

From Fly, Eagle, Fly!

Elsie Piddock Skips in Her Sleep is a
twentieth-century fairy tale by Eleanor
Farjeon about a child who learns to skip
with the fairies and goes on to become a
symbol of freedom ... a life-enhancing
tale, it's been illustrated by a number of
different artists but now gets new lift-off
as a large format picture book. Charlotte

Voake draws as Elsie Piddock skips 'as
never so' and the sheer energy of her
dancing calligraphic line and her breezy
brushwork will keep this enchanting
story airborne for at least another 100
years.
In total contrast, Paul Birkbeck's highly
finished, meticulous artwork creates the
perfect setting for Fiona Waters'
retelling of Hans Christian Andersen's
The Emperor and the Nightingale.
With obsessive, almost overwhelming
attention to detail, Birkbeck cunningly
captures every nuance of the
extravagantly polished, claustrophobic
man-made opulence of the emperor's
court, against which that poor night-
ingale seems so drab and ordinary ...

^Children's classics^
There seldom seems to be a moment when
at least one of the great children's classics
isn't being re-illustrated - Inga Moore, with
evocative watercolours full of engrossing
detail and witty characterisation, has made
The Wind in the Willows accessible to a
much younger readership, just as Helen
Oxenbury has done with Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland. It's interesting
to learn that even by 1930 Alice had been

1907 version of Alice by Besse Pease Guttman.

illustrated by a huge variety of artists.
American author/collector Cooper Edens
has brought over 30 of them together in
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland: A
Classic Illustrated Edition. With John
Tenniel, Arthur Rackham, Willy Pogany

From The Wind in the Willows.
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and Charles Folkard rubbing shoulders
with Margaret Tarrant and Mabel Lucie
Attwell et al, there are naturally problems
with 'continuity' here, but this
extraordinary collection throws up some
rare and wonderful surprises - and will
probably inspire some future Alice
illustrators.

Edward Ardizzone, whose mercurial line
and wash drawings have influenced legions
of contemporary illustrators, was born 100
years ago this autumn. In celebration, over
the last 12 months all the Little Tim books
have been re-issued - 11 stories of
friendship, loyalty, heroism and adventure
on the high seas. As a storyteller Ardizzone
had the ultimate freedom of being both
author and artist: he knew instinctively how
to balance these skills and how to integrate
words and pictures on the page. Tim All
Alone, in which a little boy sets out on a
quest for his long lost mother, is my
favourite, but these stories are addictive so
really a full set is essential.

storiesc5^
Over recent years we've come to accept that
the traditional image of the snaggle-toothed
hump-backed witch is no longer
appropriate in modern fairy tales. But,
merrily flying in the face of political
correctness, William Steig brings us Wizzil,
a hideous, scribble-haired stinky old witch
who wickedly misuses her magic powers.
But, when Wizzil accidentally falls in the
river, it's the first good wash she's ever had
- and hey! she's now a 'surprisingly sweet
old lady!' Thus cleansed and purified, with
a nice print dress and a bunch of flowers,
she finds happiness with a good (if not
classically handsome) husband. The
illustrator is Quentin Blake - he's a
magician himself- and with his graphic
wizardry, his witty characterisation, his split
second timing and the lightning changes of
atmosphere he creates with colour and
composition, only he could get away with it.
Dreadfully funny and very touching.

In Beware of the Storybook Wolves Herb is
terrified to be left alone with his fairy tales -

From Madlenka.

J
From Beware of the Storybook Wolves.

he thinks the wolf will get out of the book
in the night ... and of course, one night, his
worst fears are realized. But with great
presence of mind, by literally shaking her
out of the book, Herb manages to enlist the
help of the fairy godmother ... With vivid
colours, giddy compositions, witty collages
and some kaleidoscopic bursts of
intertextuality, Lauren Child gives this very
funny and original book some inventive
twists. But ... one can imagine the scene at
many bedtime readings. Yes ... the
drawings of the wolf are quite fierce and
scratchy but they AREN'T frightening
because you can SEE they aren't real ...
look! you can SEE that they're only paper
cut-outs ... But in my experience children
aren't always open to rational explanations
like that ...

Little Fern's First Winter is about a baby
rabbit. Jane Simmons has a lovely sense of
scale and knows exactly where to place
things on the page for maximum effect.
When Fern leaves the burrow to play
outside, she looks big and bold but we
quickly realize how tiny, how vulnerable she
is against the vast tree trunks and the
lowering sky - and the snow. With big
swooshy brushstrokes and muted wintry
colours this lovely picture book has a real
painterly feel to it - and will surely inspire
young artists to be bold and free with their
brushes.

Madlenka is a stunningly adventurous new
picture book. Starting in outer space and
zooming in on planet earth with maps,
aerial views and street plans that have the
texture and detail of ancient engravings,
Peter Sis uses all the tricks of scale and
perspective to home in on the life of a little
girl in a crowded modern inner-city
neighbourhood, who feels - as every child
has the right to feel - that she is at the
centre of the universe. Madlenka has a
wobbly tooth and she wants the world to
know - so she races round the block to tell
the shopkeepers in her multicultural
community. She's richly rewarded with
friendly greetings in a whole variety of
languages, and hidden behind all the shop
fronts are magical spreads illuminating the
myriad stories, traditions and cultures that
make up her world. Appealing across a
wide age range, this subtle inventive
multifaceted book will invite - and reward -
hours of exploration.

Art books - it goes without saying - make
wonderful picture books for children of
all ages. And even very young children
will be intrigued by the fur tea-cup, the
lobster telephone, the giant apple and
other mysterious images in Surrealism:
A World of Dreams! by Linda Bolton.



Chagall, de Chirico, Magritte and
Salvador Dali are among the artists
Bolton explores in an easy accessible way.
Anthony Browne often makes inventive
use of surrealist imagery - as in the
dream inspired tableaux in Willy the
Dreamer - where figures from popular
culture mingle with references to artists
such as Dali and de Chirico. And in his
latest book Browne takes a broader swipe
at art history with a new look at the old
masters: Willy's Pictures is an
entertainingly 'off the wall' introduction
to the paintings of Botticelli, Leonardo,
Michelangelo, Poussin, etc. (a jokey book
that aims to get children into galleries to
seek out the originals).

^Christmas booksc^
Eric Carle has always vowed that he'd never
do 'a Christmas book' - but he clearly
couldn't resist it when he had the idea for
Dream Snow, a cheery tale about a farm.
On Christmas Eve a sleepy farmer dreams
of snow ... and soon, with the help of white
blobs on acetate overlays, the farmer - and
each of the animals - is covered with a thick
blanket of snow, so you have to guess from
the shapes which is which. The
transformations are exciting - and the
collage illustrations, full of vibrant colour,
pattern and textural variety, are enriched
not just by the scattering of snowflakes, but
also by the irresistible tactile quality of the
glossy overlays ... and by the celestial
tinkling sound that occurs on the last page.
As always the bold shapes and rich colours
of Carle's collages will provide readers with
a wealth of artistic inspiration ...
A Christmas Story by Brian Wildsmith was
first published in 1989. This charming
nativity story focuses on a little girl travelling
to Bethlehem with a donkey. Against a
glorious backdrop of moonlit fields and
snowy landscapes, the child and the donkey
are drawn with utmost delicacy, and
Wildsmith illuminates every step of their way
with sensitive use of gold. But gold is very
differently handled on the cover, where the
gentle beauty of the nativity scene, with its
lacy quilt of snow, is somewhat undermined
by a harsh metallic gold star which seems to
have crash-landed on the stable roof in
order to make way for the tide.
Michael Foreman also gets a gold star for
the cover of Cat in the Manger: a sideways
look at the nativity story, told with gentle
humour from the point of view of a peevish
cat who's been unceremon-iously tipped out
of his bed to make room for a baby ...
Foreman's atmospheric endpapers and his
lovely drawings of the warm, dark stable
interior, the animals, and above all, the
mother and child are honest, natural, un-
mannered and observed with real
tenderness.
With around 80 poets - ranging from
George Herbert and William Blake,
through Walter de la Mare and R S Thomas
to Jackie Kay and Benjamin Zephaniah -
The Young Oxford Book of Christmas
Poems is fascinating in its diversity. BUT if
you are also interested in the illustrations (of
which there are many) it's INFURIATING
- artists' names are hidden away at the back

of the book in the very smallest print. While
I recognized Stephen Lambert's style,
illustrating poems by Ted Hughes and John
Mole - in particular 'Christmas at Sea' by
RLS — it took me ages to discover that it is
Emma Harding who so beautifully
illuminates 'The Animals' Carol' by Charles
Causley. Why on earth don't they credit
artists along with poets?
George and Lily's Christmas Present is a
small picture book about two little dogs -
one white, one black. Needing a present
for their teacher, they decide to make her
a raincoat out of George's parents' shower
curtain. The first step is to put a chair in
the bath ..

The hand written text is minimal, but the
paintings - craftily composed and executed
with a purposeful naivety in generous daubs
of cerulean, viridian, vermilion and rich terra
cotta - take you through every comic detail of
George and Lily's ambitious DIY project. A
gem: deceptively simple, deliciously funny.
Look for others in this series.
For Every Child is not exactly a Christmas
story, but what better time to let children
know about their rights - as drawn up by
the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child? This lovely book presents 14 of the
principles, each one expressed in a way
that can be understood by children
themselves, and each one has an
illustration. Artists include Babette Cole,
Satoshi Kitamura, Shirley Hughes,
Claudio Mufioz, Yang Tswei-yu, so this is a
picture book of impressive diversity. While
Shirley Hughes' intensely moving
illustration asks that children be given
shelter in times of war, and Claudio
Munoz makes a powerful plea that
children should be protected from
violence, and Rabindra and Amrit Kaur

love us just the same.

From For Every Child.

Singh ask that religious diversity should be
respected, John Burningham strikes a
lighter note with right no. 13. With a
caption that reads 'Allow us to tell you
what we are thinking or feeling. Whether
we whisper or shout it ... listen to us and
hear what we say.', he shows a boy on
tiptoe urgently whispering to his father
while in the background his bicycle is
being eaten by a crocodile. •

Joanna Carey is a writer and illustrator.
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Authorgraph No.125

Richmal Crompton
assessed by Mary Cadogan " THE SOKT OF THINGS I WANT TO DO THEY DON'T WANT

ME TO DO, AN' THE SORT OF THINGS I DON'T WANT TO
DO THEY WANT HE TO DO." WILLIAM'S SCOKN AND

F0BY WAS INDESCRIBABLE.

R
ichmal Crompton's eleven-year-old
anti-hero William Brown bounced
onto the literary scene in February
1919 in a short story called 'Rice
Mould' in Newnes Home

Magazine. Scruffy, down to earth and
opinionated he was a welcome departure from
the impeccably well behaved characters who had
for so long been leading protagonists in children's
stories. His name quickly became a synonym for
robustly independent boyhood and for the
archetypal active outdoor child. His career has
now spanned eight decades and spilled over from
magazines and books to stage, screen, radio, tv
and audio cassette presentations as well as to
spin-offs such as card-games and crunchy
William toffees.
It is unusual for an author's works to run full
circle from the printed page to broadcasts and
cassettes, then back again to books, not in their
original form but following the text of the sound
recordings. This has happened recently with the
William saga: Macmillan have issued several
small books, each comprising four or five stories
which are reprints of Martin Jarvis's popular-
recordings and, designed to introduce younger
readers to William's world, these have large print
and attractively zany illustrations by Tony Ross.
Jarvis's adaptations worked brilliantly on radio
and cassettes and, listening to them, one hardly
noticed departures from the original narratives.
Seeing them in print inevitably increases
awareness of textual abbreviations and changes

but happily these have been sensitively made,
mainly through cuts in some descriptive
passages. The dialogue sequences remain largely
faithful to Richmal's originals and, overall, the
simplified texts of these shorter William books
seem likely to enthuse new young readers who,
hopefully, will go on to read the mainstream
stories. Appropriately Tony Ross's visualization of
William is younger than Thomas Henry's classic
depiction but it is similarly sparky and engaging.
Surprisingly, Richmal at first considered William
as her 'pot-boiler' and later was to call him her
'Frankenstein monster'. Her main literary
ambition was to produce serious adult novels but
once William had scorched off the launching pad
he could not be called back. So great was the
demand, from both children and adults, for his
exploits that for half a century, from 1919 until
her death in 1969, Richmal found herself writing
stories about William. Commenting in 1957 on
his extraordinary resilience, she wrote:
'... for many years I looked on William as "my
character". He was my puppet. I pulled the
strings. But gradually the tables have been
turned. I am his puppet. He pulls the strings. For
he is resolute, indomitable and inclined to be
tyrannical. Like all characters who have been
over-indulged by their authors, he insists on
having his own way. He refuses to co-operate in
some plots. He makes fantastic demands on
others. He pushes his way unceremoniously into
situations in which he has really very little
concern.'

It is noteworthy that until the late 1950s all of
William's adventures were originally produced for
adult magazines - the Home and Happy Mags,
Modern Woman, Homes and Gardens and Home
Notes. Only when the stories, with Thomas
Henry's expressive illustrations, were collected
into books (starting with Just William in 1922) did
they become widely known and appreciated by
children. Although she realized that young
readers were virtually taking over the books,
Richmal refused to change her richly allusive and
ironic style. Like other authors of distinction she
never 'wrote down' to her juvenile audience who,
even if some subtleties might go over their heads,
were generally responsive to the farcical pile-up
of events so often initiated by William and to
Richmal's facetious descriptions of these ('It was,
he was sure, contrary to all rules of etiquette to go
out to tea accompanied by a cow'). Many
generations of children have had no difficulty
with her sometimes demanding language: with
the books as popular as ever, this is particularly
cheering today when children's reading skills and
stamina are often questioned by critics and
educationists.
When Richmal began to produce the William
stories, which eventually ran to 38 books, writing
was a sideline, secondary to her career as a
teacher. On the surface it seems strange that she
should create and immortalise a character so
different from herself. In tastes, interests and

aspirations she is the direct opposite of her
bumptious brainchild. She is studious while he is
intellectually lazy ('I'm jolly well sick of wastin'
my time in a stuffy old school. Let's be
outlaws...'); she is socially co-operative while he
is unashamedly out to promote his own interests
('"Do you mean to tell me you want to be paid for
doing a little thing like that?" "Yes", replied
William simply'); she is politically conservative
while he is anarchic ('I don't want to be a civilized
yuman bein'. I'd rather be a savage any day') - and
so on and on. The list of contrasts between them
is endless.
One attribute, however, which Richmal and
William had in common was a quintessential
straightforwardness which allowed no place for
humbug or pomposity. This perhaps is why she
was able to get beneath the skin of her most
famous character and to empathize with
boyhood in general. (With panache and
understanding akin to Richmal's, more recent
female authors - Sue Townsend (with Adrian
Mole) and J. K. Rowling (with Harry Potter) have
surely created the two other most charismatic
fictional boys of the twentieth century.)
Richmal's empathy with boyhood apparently had
its roots in her childhood devotion to her
younger brother Jack, whose exploits were later
to inspire some of her William stories. Born
Richmal Crompton Lamb urn in 1890, in Bury,
Lancashire, she was the second daughter of
Edward, a clergyman schoolmaster, and Clara, a
loving but managing wife and mother. The family

Richmal Crompton
Adapted by Martin Jarvis
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was close-knit and Richmal's deep affection for
her sister Gwen and the lively, adventurous Jack
were to last throughout her life. As a child she was
considered delicate and made to lie for long
periods on a backboard because her parents
nurtured the fear that she might develop a
curvature of the spine. Although she would have
loved to be running around the fields near her
home with Jack, she made the best of those times
of enforced inactivity by reading, and working
out stories of her own. She even edited and
produced her own magazine, 'The Rainbow': 'Its
circulation was confined to two. I used to read it
to my small brother and my beloved rag doll,' she
said.
Things looked up for Richmal when, in her
eleventh year, she joined Gwen as a boarder at St
Elphin's, a school for clergy daughters, at first in
Warrington and then in Derbyshire. Richmal's
days of invalidism were over and she relished her
full participation in the school's social and
sporting life. As well as a passion for hockey, she
developed a great interest in classics, won a
scholarship to the Royal Holloway College of
London University and obtained a degree in
classics in 1914.
Although she had, in her own words, 'been
scribbling since childhood', Richmal never then
considered writing as her main career but, like
her father Edward, became a dedicated teacher,
first at St Elphin's, her old school, and then as
senior classics mistress at the Bromley (Kent)
High School for Girls. She took up this
appointment to be near to her sister Gwen, who

was then married and living in south east
London, and to her mother who had moved there
after the sudden death of Edward in 1915.
Richmal never married but always played a
prominent part in Gwen's, and later her brother
Jack's, family life. To their children she was the
ideal and much loved aunt.
Teaching provided Richmal with great
satisfactions and, over eighty years on, she is still
remembered by some of her former pupils as an
engagingly stimulating teacher whose lessons in
Latin and Greek were always well spiced with
humour. She taught at Bromley from 1917 to 1924
and during this period the first of her stories to be
published appeared in a 1918 Girl's Own Paper.
Called 'Thomas' it featured a boy who might be
seen as a bland forerunner of William. She made
one or two other attempts at creating an
iconoclastic boy character before she produced
William in 1919.
With her stories then in great demand, the time
came when both Richmal's headmistress and her
editors began to press her to make a choice
between teaching and writing because success in
both fields seemed to be making too heavy
demands upon her. The decision about which
career she should continue exclusively was
eventually made for her when, in 1923, she
suffered an acute attack of poliomyelitis which
left her with a permanently paralysed right leg.
After struggling to cycle to school for some
months, and later giving some private coaching,
with much regret Richmal gave up teaching. Her
writing career went from strength to strength and

there is no doubt that teaching's loss was
literature's gain.
The tragedy of disablement seems never to have
smothered her natural exuberance. Indeed she
once remarked that she had led 'a more
interesting life' because of this. It says a great deal
for her strength of character that, only a few years
after having polio, she coped with cancer and a
mastectomy with the same resolute cheerfulness,
and her stories continued in full flood with no
lessening of their sparkle and humour. As well as
the William saga she produced two books of short
stories about 'Jimmy', for younger readers,
experimented in two series with producing a girl
character and, in all, had some 40 adult books
published. These, though still collected by
enthusiasts, are pleasing but unmemorable
domestic stories. In a sense her William books
seem to be parodies of these family sagas, and
with him around to heap social chaos and
embarrassment upon his elders, the genteel
drawing-room mood is of course transmuted into
music-hall rumbustiousness.
At college and afterwards, Richmal had
supported the women's suffrage campaign but
there is little evidence of feminism in her books,
although William ('pirate, desparado, woman-
hater and girl despiser') is sometimes lured into
submissiveness by girlish charm ('I like you
better than any insect, Joan...') and frequently
put down by Violet Elizabeth Bott, the lisping, six-
year-old bundle of frilliness and precocious
obstinacy who subdues him by threatening to
'thcream and thcream' till she's 'thick'.
Richmal was always a staunch, practising
member of the Church of England, although
towards the end of her life she was strongly
attracted to certain occult and mystical
teachings. Pleased with, but generally modest
about, her literary success, she counted amongst
her most rewarding moments 'letters from
parents telling me how William has lightened
their children's illnesses, and from soldiers telling
me how he lightened the rigours of the war...'
With typical honesty she also records 'less
flattering reactions from embittered parents:
"Tell Miss Crompton that she's wrecked our
home"... I always point out in such cases that
parents owe me at least the quiet half hour or so
while the child is reading the stories before it
starts putting into practice the ideas it has
gleaned from them...'
Richmal died of a heart attack in January 1969,
and on the day before her death was engaged in
writing a William story, 'William's Foggy Morning',
which was published postumously in William the
Lawless in 1970. Appropriately some part of her
resilient spirit lives on, sealed into the saga of the
small and scruffy boy which started as a pot-
boiler and has become a classic. •

Mary Cadogan is the author of Richmal
Crompton: the Woman Behind William and
Just William Through the Ages.
Photograph © Macmillan Children's Books

Some of the many William books
published by Macmillan
Illustrated by Thomas Henry, £3.99 each:
Just William, 0 333 53408 5
Sweet William, 0 333 41820 4
William, 0 333 37394 4
William and the Evacuees, 0 333 43674 1
William and the Masked Ranger, 0 333 57738 8
William Does His Bit, 0 333 46673 X
William the Outlaw, 0 333 37391 X
William the Showman, 0 333 42616 9
William's Happy Days, 0 333 38492 X
Adapted by Martin Jarvis and illustrated by
Tony Ross, £2.99 each (10 titles available):
Meet Just William 1: William's Birthday and

Other Stories, 0 330 39097 X
Meet Just William 6: William's Day Off and

Other Stories, 0 330 39099 6
Meet Just William 10: William and the School

Report and Other Stories, 0 330 39211 5
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children's
We have only very imprecise information about

children's responses to the children's books
published for them. But if we knew more about how
adults read children's books, would it increase our
understanding of how children read them?
Margaret Meek sheds new light on a hoary old topic.

Books as
'adult'

products

'... if is quite
dear that
when adults
and children
read the
same book
they are not
reading the
same text in
the same
way/

This is a hoary old topic. As grown-up readers of Books for Keeps you know how it goes: in terms of

production, distribution, sales, reviews and other critical activities, books, as material objects, are in the

hands and brains of adults. Children as readers come late to the scene to claim what has been made on

their behalf. Constrained by cost and inexperience, their choice of what they might like to read is

foreshortened, so they rely on adults also for access to libraries and other collections, in school, perhaps,

where reading is again limited by budgets and controlled by Orders. If these restrictions are circumvented,

then helpful adults are to be praised and children pleased. So why not just say, as Victor Watson suggested,

that 'children's books are always, inevitably, adult books, though not straightforwardly, adult'?n

How do all those who are involved in children's books actually read them; I mean, really read them? Or

does the division of labour grant this privilege to the few whose opinions count in the early stages of their

publication? It ought to be possible to find out how adults read children's books; we can ask the guestions

directly. Young readers can be guite explicit when they think adults are really interested, but there are few

reports of their views of the task of making meaning from print. I've begun to ask friendly adult readers

how they read what they have to read and what they choose to read. Unlike the children, experienced

readers want to assure me that they know what they are doing. Not many people think that the guestions

are difficult; few believe my inguiry is particularly relevant to helping children to read better or more. Am

I wrong in believing that an increase in our understanding of how interested adults read children's books

would help us to know more about how children read them?

When I began reading children's books as an adult, seriously, I discovered a whole new literature that gave

me an English childhood to add to my Scottish one. I needed this in order to interpret the early experience

of my students, the reading history they brought with them to their A-Level set texts. Some of my

colleagues found my lingering in the fiction library with Angela Brazil both lazy reading and childish taste,

but I had some catching up to do. That was a very long time ago, but these notions hung around until

children's books came into their own, or so I believed. But when I heard someone in a recent discussion

about the appeal of Harry Potter say emphatically, 'Even adults are openly reading these books', I realised

that the subtle, probing analysis of this topic by Peter Hollindale in Signs of Childness in Children's Books

was still specialised reading. 2

Hoilindale illustrates carefully the 'doubleness' that all those interested in children's books have to live with.

'Children's literature is characterized both by textual status and by readership, and its unigueness is evident

at the point where they meet.' (p30) Adults often defend their reading of children's books as recovering

the child they once were. Authors sometimes say that this is the reader they write for when they write

about childhood. But it is guite clear that when adults and children read the same book they are not both
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Adult
readers
reading

Reading as
choosing

'Editors are
powerful
readers,
but there are
fewer of them
nowadays
to help
inexperienced
writers to
realise their
early desire to
write for
children/

Reviews

reading the same text in the same way. We investigate children's readings for evidence of their inefficiency,

by adult standards. We also assume that, because a group of reading adults can discuss a text they have

all read, there is no need to inquire into the nature of their different ways of reading. So the emphasis on

'even' in the utterance I overheard revived my curiosity about how adults actually read children's books.

What now follows is the first ground-clearing exercise. If you skip from here to the end of this piece you

won't get any answers, just a few hints as to the direction a closer inquiry might take.

A short roll/role-call of unabashed professional adult readers of children's books now includes authors,

artists and poets as their own first readers. Thereafter they may read each other's work, collaboratively or

critically, making comparisons of techniques, styles, content and point of view. (Poets really do discuss

metre and rhyme, intently). Then come editors, designers, publishers and booksellers, whose roles

distinguish what and how they read and the extent to which they have a vested interest in the book as a

product. Editors single out one manuscript from a heap of hundreds, or privilege the offerings of literary

agents. Happy the writer whose editor is the friend of the text rather than a representative of the finance

department concerned with 'what the market will stand'. All this is fairly common knowledge; reading is

not an issue.

Specialist professional readers include those who claim intellectual rights over certain 'properties' in

children's books which they investigate by reading the readings of others. They include media and film

persons, teachers and assorted academics, social historians and psychologists who read children's books

in ways related to salaried writing and research. You see them in grand libraries, where they consult

'sources'. They call on the skills of some of the most experienced readers, librarians. Since the

technological revolution, librarians have had less time to talk about reading, but they are adepts at reading

screens and keeping track of books out of print. Many of these readers of children's books understudy

each other. Their combined operations have helped to produce important books about children's literature,

notably histories, essays and studies, a huge Encyclopedia and (next year) a great new Guide.

As with books for adults, children's books appear as the result of selection procedures that lead to

publication. The need to replenish and diversify the stock with new books and new versions of old ones

means that editors sift through piles of manuscripts, mostly unsolicited, with great skill and patience, the

marks of their craft. The majority of editors of books for children are women who read with pleasure and

discernment. Reading is their professional accomplishment. Editors are powerful readers, but there are

fewer of them nowadays to help inexperienced writers to realise their early desire to write for children.

Instead, editors read the readership, children who see television every day and long for novelties; adults

who are keen to help but wonder where to begin. Checking the political correctness of texts; keeping the

imaginative wholeness of the story in mind, while they deal with particular words and sentences, a kind of

to-ing and fro-ing between the big shape of the book and the little shapes of the letters on the page are

different kinds or editorial reading that constitute text-making. A glance at the contents of BfK will show

just how diverse are an editor's reading skills, and suggest that they might be more clearly understood by

others in the business of choosing books for children.

'Publishers have only very imprecise information about the readers of the children's books they publish.'

This is the view of Margaret Clark, one of the most renowned editors. She continues: 'on the whole

publishers have to rely on anecdotal evidence from teachers, librarians and parents about children reading

their books'. 3 However, publishers are interested in book prizes and the publicity and media attention

that accompany them. Here reading as selection is at its most visible. Juries are called on to exchange

opinions in terms of the criteria associated with the name of the prize. Having described their reading to

each other and expressed their preference in private meetings, they produce a short list of potential

winners, but are rarely called to explain in detail how they read the books. At the moment of the

announcement of the winner the books are described, but not in the terms of the judgement. (Discord or

disagreement are sometimes more illuminating about the reading process than unanimity.) Exceptionally,

the Signal Poetry Prize is seen as an opportunity to consider poetry for children as a literary endeavour,

and the Kurt Maschler (Emil) Award is based on the premise that picture books distinguish themselves by

the ways in which 'texts and illustrations enhance and extend each other'.

Reviewers are a class apart. In this publication they explain themselves and their perceived role in reading

children's books by what they write. When they have scope and can take time and space to explain their

readings at length they demonstrate reading. Reviewing in a short paragraph is much harder than it seems.

3 Clark, Margaret (1993), Writing for Children, London, A & C Black
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'It was
interesting to
find the
intertextuality
of Harry Potter
described as
"plagiarism" in
one account
and the same
details admired
in another/

Radial
reading

Whose
reading
counts?

Elite reviewing journals rarely give space to children's books, so that when The London Review of Books,

included Harry Potter, I collected other notices, with the 'even adults' phrase in mind, to see how the

readings compared. My impression was that the praise focused on the author's narrative skill and on the

fact that boys who rarely read were refusing to come to meals in the middle of a chapter. It was interesting

to find the intertextuality of the story described as 'plagiarism' in one account and the same details

admired in another.

In The New Yorker of July 31 there is a Gerald Scarfe drawing of Harry Potter as the Pied Piper followed

by a procession of book-carrying children who dump their televisions on a heap as they join the line. Over

ten columns of print, Joan Acocella gives a reading of all four books to initiate readers into the epic and

to the ways by which the writer works her effective enchantments. The account is detailed, interpretative

in a way that avoids all condescension; you know, the wink to the adult over the head of the reading child.

She praises Rowling's treatment of adult topics: sex, politics and the psychology of slavery and finds the

'main virtue' of the stories in their 'philosophical seriousness'. She doesn't shrink from pointing out

inconsistencies and minor confusions. I enjoyed this shared reading of the book, the opening up of its

delights and its challenges, the demonstration of its 'utter traditionalism' in its links with Propp's

morphology of the folk tale. Good reviewers offer their reading to their readers who also get significant

glimpses of the reviewers' accumulated reading experience. As yet, reviews offer the strongest clues to

how concerned adults read books for children.

Without a doubt, picture books are at the heart of children's literature. As an art form they are part of a

wider scene of 'reading pictures', in a visual world where word texts are now only a third of a page of any

newspaper. As books to read to children, they seem short, easy to finish in a bookshop, attractive to look

at and attentive to a dual readership of adults and children. In Japan, they are collectors' items.

Imagine then, a Cambridge college with more than three hundred enthusiasts from all over the world at a

weekend conference on Reading Pictures, with an exhibition of original art work at the Fitzwilliam Museum.

This was serious business and a unigue chance for listeners and speakers to share readings of words and

pictures, the textual condition of contemporary imaginative literature. Artists describing their working

practices enlarged their listeners' experience of seeing reading. What seemed easy now became

challenging interpretation. In this context it was possible to discover how picture books 'read' their readers,

and how, in our approaches to these books, we discover that we need to redescribe reading when we give

an account of how young readers encounter them. The breakaway from linear texts results in a different

textual condition that demands radial reading. Adult readers adapt to changes by assuming that making

meaning is the general function of reading. But now I am not convinced that we have fully grasped,

consciously, just how different are many kinds of reading in a social context where visual texts

predominate.

Adults learn most about reading when they share books with children. As I said at the beginning, this is

old-saws time, so I can acknowledge again the importance of narrative fiction in linking young and old

with the voice and vision of an author. (That word includes the artist.) The impediment in discussions of

reading is that one is apt to leave to one side what the reading is about. This must be for another time,

but we must at least acknowledge here the gap between adults and children in the topics that now appear

in books for the young, notably in the social realism that young readers seem to take in their stride. Or do

they? Perhaps the readers are more read by the texts, where readers know the words mean more than they

say. Do young readers discover whether or not writers are trustworthy in their world making7

I've left the trickiest bit to the end. Whose reading counts and why should it matter? The guickest way

into this is not to rerun old arguments about who has the right to declare that a text has literary value, but

simply to say that the books children are prepared, or helped by adults, to read more than once and still

find more to interest them are books likely to be 'of value' to their development as readers and also as

writers. I haven't exactly made my case for it. But, after a period when my belief that reading to and with

children is one of the most important kinds of reading for adults to do has been scorned, I return to it

with more conviction than ever. Adults reading children's books professionally need to be aware,

consciously, of what they are about, if they are to do it as well as the texts demand and the listeners and

readers deserve. •

Margaret
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NEWS
Brian Jacques goes to Puffin
Penguin Books UK and Penguin Putnam Inc. have signed a global
deal with fantasy writer Brian Jacques for three new Redwall
titles, the first of which will be published in 2002.

Inspiring Young Adult Readers
BOOX 6, the latest edition of the reading magazine for teenagers,
is written by young people, and is based on outreach work in
youth groups, schools and libraries. It contains a 'books behaving
badly' quiz; a feature on reading with your friends; 60 ideas for
new books to try; reading related web sites, and celebrity slots.
Also available are posters, postcards, stickers and materials to
create a lively reading environment to display books and other
reading ideas.
GRAPHIX is a four page supplement to BOOX magazine,
exploring the extraordinary range of graphic novels available. It
features fans of the genre, who talk about its extraordinary
'pulling power', plus fun elements like a Problem Page in which
Homer Simpson and Superman bare their souls.
Publisher Well Worth Reading is also offering training on teenage
reading, graphic novels and youth work/library partnership
working in support of reader development. The first course will
take place on 24 January 2001 at Books for Students in
Warwickshire and costs £85. For further information and
booking, contact Becca Wyatt on 020 7603 1776 or e-mail:
106077.3102@compuserve.com

PEOPLE
Congratulations to Julia Eccleshare who
is the recipient of the Children's Book
Circle's prestigious Eleanor Farjeon
Award 2000, for an outstanding
contribution to children's literature. The
award recognises her role as 'one of the
foremost ambassadors for the children's
book world'. Julia is the children's book
editor of The Guardian and, amongst
many other involvements in children's
literature, a frequent contributor to BfK.
Chris Kloet, previously Children's
Publisher at Gollancz before the
acquisition of its list by Penguin, has
been appointed Publisher responsible
for literary fiction at Hodder Children's
Books.
Tricia Kings, formerly Head of Library
Services for Schools and Young People in
Derbyshire and a past chair of the Youth
Libraries Group, is now living in
Cornwall and working freelance on
projects relating to children's books,
library services and literacy. She can be
contacted on 01736 332228 or e-mail:
tkl 13@hotmail.com

Eccleshare

Kloet

«?,

The judges for the
Smarties Book Prize, now in its 16th year, are
authors and illustrators Debi Gliori and
Laurence Anholt, bookseller Kate Agnew and
children's book editor of the Daily Mail,
Georgia Metcalfe. The chair of judges is Julia
Eccleshare.
Contributors: BfK team, Anne Marley.
Submissions welcome.

(0

The
Historical
Association
59A Kennington Park Road,
London SE114JH
Tel: 020 7735 3901;
Fax: 020 7582 4989;
e-mail:
enquiry@history.org.uk
website: www.history.org.uk
The Historical Association,
founded in 1906, is a charity
which brings together
people who share an interest
in, and love for, history. It
promotes the study,
teaching and enjoyment of
history at all levels.
Members have access to
lectures and events
nationally and at over 60
local branches. They receive
a copy of one of four
journals, depending on their
specific interests: Primary

History, Teaching History
(for secondary teachers),
The Historian (general
interest) or History (for
academics). There is also a
website, which is being
constantly updated, offering
history resources for parents
and teachers, details of
events and activities, and
lots more useful information
from the world of history. A
monthly e-mail newsletter is
also sent out to members
with news, conferences and
exhibitions, web reviews and
conferences. Special
promotions give readers a
discount on selected books
and on visits to museums
and stately homes.
Membership is open to
everybody.

Eileen Wallace Research Fellowship
The Eileen Wallace Research Fellowship in Children's Literature
invites proposals for research and scholarship using the
resources of the University of New Brunswick's Eileen Wallace
Children's Literature Collection. Applications are welcomed from
anyone who can provide evidence of competence and scholarly
background and outline a practical and worthwhile project using
the resources of the collection. Application forms from: Office of
the Dean of Education, University of New Brunswick, PO Box
4400, Fredericton, NB, E3B 5A3, Canada. Website: http://www.
lib.unb.ca/Collections/CLC/ Deadline for applications is
1 March of any year, with fellowship to be awarded after 1 July of
the same year.

PUBLICATION
Picture Book Art at
the Millennium
is the catalogue of an
exhibition which took place at
the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge. With profiles of 20
picture book artists and a
foreword by Quentin Blake,
the catalogue is a most useful
resource. £5 from Anne
Herriot, Homerton College,
Cambridge CB2 2PH.
Tel: 01223 507111;
E-mail: ah284@cam.ac.uk
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&d written
Richard Platt on
Martin Jenkins and
Jane Chapman's
The Emperor's
Egg, a book that
'subverts conserv-
ative conventional
values with
elegance and wit'.
On first reading, The
Emperor's Egg appears to
be a simple story about a
male Emperor penguin. For

two months he stands motionless on
the ice gripping his mate's egg warmly between his downy
legs. We marvel at Dad's patience and stamina; we thrill as the
egg hatches; then we share the excitement when Mum
returns with a feast. There's a marvellous yucky moment as
she feeds the chick by being sick down its throat.
Though The Emperor's Egg is intended for children, Jane
Chapman's evocative illustrations and Martin Jenkins'
engaging text make it a pleasure for adults, too. However, the
book's charm for me is not limited to the words and pictures.

i l l

I also like it because it really brings
science to life for young readers.
Martin Jenkins is a conservation
biologist and writes about his subject
with knowledge and passion. Good
science books are rare, but they can
excite children and stir an interest in
science and technology that they can
carry with them through their lives.
There is also a social message. Young
readers learn that parenting is not just
something a mother does; The
Emperor's Egg shows that fathers can play an equal role in
child-care, and that it's OK for mothers to be breadwinners. I'm
labouring the point a bit here, but I suppose the reason I wish I
had written The Emperor's Egg is that I believe that really great
books can potentially change society - albeit in a very small
way - and that children's books are no exception. Martin
Jenkins and Jane Chapman subvert conservative conventional
values with elegance and wit. They make my own attempts at
social comment look as ungainly as a penguin's waddle. The
Emperor's Egg won the Times Education Supplement Award in
its age group, and it richly deserved the prize.
The Emperor's Egg by Martin Jenkins, illustrated by Jane
Chapman, is published by Walker Books, 0 7445 6237 6, £9.99.
One of Richard Platt's most recently published books is Aztecs,
published by Dorling Kindersley, 0 7513 5885 1, also at £9.99.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR I PRIZES
Dear Editor
Brian Lux's comments (BfK
124) about Aidan Chambers'
Carnegie-winning Postcards
from No Man's Land bring us
back to the problem of
teenage fiction and how it
reaches its audiences. It's a
pity Brian Lux hasn't actually
read Postcards, one of the
most challenging, moving,
powerful and absorbing
novels to have appeared in
recent years, and one which I
would certainly recommend
to intelligent readers of
fourteen and above, as well
as to discerning adults.
Surely the role of the
Carnegie is to highlight the
work of a profound,
innovative, truly original
writer like Chambers, rather
than to give more coverage
to lesser writers who are
already quite prominent
enough? I agree with Jean
Ure that the award should be
for excellence. After all, more
popular authors get their
rewards from royalties and
Public Lending Right; the
Carnegie doesn't need to
confirm the appeal of a
crowd-pleaser. Why do
Chambers' publishers
'continue to print stories that
obviously have limited

appeal', Brian Lux asks? I
suspect it's because Aidan
Chambers' books are superb.
For publishers to produce
only books with guaranteed
high sales would be to go
down a very slippery slope to
mediocrity.
I think the Carnegie judges
should be congratulated for
choosing Postcards from a
very strong shortlist. I too
found that it was not easily
obtainable from local shops,
and suspect that this is
because it does not sit easily
alongside what most book-
sellers shelve under teenage
fiction, i.e. books with easy
appeal to twelve or thirteen-
year-olds. The demanding
sixteen-year-old reader who
would most appreciate
Aidan Chambers' books
won't easily come across
them. The Carnegie win, and
the reissuing of Chambers'
backlist in the new Random
House 'Definitions' imprint,
may remedy that: but
meanwhile, what a pity we
no longer have a national,
high-profile award specific-
ally for teenage fiction.
Linda Newbery
l.newbery@btinternet.com

Sainsbury's Baby Book
Award 2000
Sainsbury's Baby Book Award
has been won by Alex Ayliffe for
Boo Barney (Little Orchard).
Chaired by Wendy Cooling, the
panel included a children's
librarian, a health visitor, a
Bookstart parent and a
journalist. The shortlisted
books were Catherine Anholt's
First Words (Walker Books),
Dawn Apperley's Hello Little
Ducklings (David and
Charles), Stephen Cartwright's
Animal Noises (Usborne
Publishing), Cathy Gale's
Puppy (Campbell Books) and
John Prater's Number One,
Tickle Your Turn (Bodley
Head).
The Sainsbury's Baby Book
Award complements the
Bookstart programme which is
sponsored by Sainsbury's and
co-ordinated by Book Trust.
Bookstart has reached over
90% of families with babies in
the UK, handing out over 1
million free books at the 8
month health check. While
working on Bookstart, Book
Trust identified the need to
generate a greater awareness of
the importance of first books

both with the public and
publishers and decided, with
support from Sainsbury's, to
set up this new Award in 1999.

English 4-11 Picture
Book Awards 2000
The winners of the sixth
annual picture book awards of
English 4-11 (the primary
journal of The English
Association) are: for Key Stage
1 (5-7 years) Mick Manning
and Brita Granstrom's Wash,
Scrub, Brush! A book about
keeping clean (Franklin Watts)
and Becky Edwards and David
Armitage's My Brother Sammy
(Bloomsbury). Winners for Key
Stage 2 (7-11 years) are Brian
Patten's The Blue and Green
Ark (Scholastic) and Margaret
Bateson Hill and Anne Wilson's
Marsha and the Firebird (Zero
to Ten).
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GOOD READS
Chosen by Year 6
(10/11 year old) pupils
of Orchard County
Junior School,
Dibden Purlieu,
Southampton.
Thanks to
Mrs M McCusker,
class teacher.

A Pack of Lies
Geraldine McCaughrean,
Oxford,0 19 275016 X, £3.99
pbk
This astounding novel is a
story written to suit many
tastes. Each chapter is a
different genre, mystery
tragedy, romance, horror,
adventure. Ailsa meets MCC
Berkshire doing work
experience in the local library
next door to where her mother
owns an antique shop. Without
thinking she offers Mr
Berkshire a job in Povey's
Antiquary and Mr Berkshire
accepts it and in return keeps
customers enticed with his
spellbinding stories, each one
unique, told especially for the
buyer, persuading them to buy
one of the many items for sale
in the antiquary. Each story is
made to suit the customer, for
example, MCC tells a murder
mystery to a police officer, but
Ailsa and her mother are
worried. Mr Berkshire is just
telling the customers a pack of
lies...
I highly recommend this book
to anyone who likes a good
read. I think it will suit anyone's
reading taste from horror to
romance. Although the story
can be hard going at times it is
a very worthwhile read. It has a
very complex structure with
lots of little stories interwoven
into the main story line,
enticing the reader with some
of its loathsome characters
while amusing the reader with
its witty snippets of humour. I
enjoyed this book and it is very
gripping. My favourite
character is MCC Berkshire
because I think he is funny and
while he saves the Poveys from
many close scraps such as
having the telephone line cut
off, he causes them to fall into
more tricky situations. I give
this book a star rating of 10/10.
Charlotte Bates

Mister Spaceman
Lesley Howarth, Walker,
0 7445 7282 7, £3.99 pbk
This book is a gripping tale
about a boy called Thomas
Moon. He wants to be a
spaceman, and will go to great
lengths to do it. His bedroom is
painted to look like MIR space
station. When suspended from
school along with Barry, Neil,
Tedious (Philip Tettios) and
Mint (Nicholas Mint), he
makes friends with the boy
down the road, Adey. Since
Mint (his best friend) moved
away, Thomas Moon has gone
crazy about space.
1 enjoyed this book because I
know how Thomas Moon feels;
I know what it's like to dream. It
took me a while to get into the

book, but after that I was part
of the story; I was Thomas
Moon. My favourite part is the
end, but you'll have to read it to
find out what happens. An
individual style with mixed
feelings. An interesting and
extraordinary read by this
award-winning author. This
powerful and moving story is
one of the best books I have
ever read. It has weird,
humorous and offbeat
vocabulary and a showing side
of the author's touch.
Recommended to everyone.
Joanna Macleod

White Wolf
Henrietta Branford, Walker,
0 7445 6395 X, £3.99 pbk
The synopsis of this book is, it's
set in a forest near a mountain
with a little village near by and
it was set in the time when the
white men fought the Red
Indians. The situation is when
the Indians start to invade, and
lesse and his dad leave the
village and Snowy, a white wolf,
acts as their safeguard because
to the Indian the white wolf is a
sign of great power and magic.
In the complication they get
captured and lesse's dad gets
killed, Jesse and Snowy break
free but Jesse is caught and
Snowy is left to fend for himself
in the wild. Will Snowy rescue
Jesse or will he be killed or
what? And will Snowy be able
to run with the pack like in his
dreams?
1 really liked this story, this
story is so real about what
happened in that time. The
storytells you about the cruelty
that happened but it makes up
for that sadness by a superb
ending. I really like the bit at
the beginning when he is a cub
and Jesse's friend lets him use
their mother wolf who has two
cubs to come and get Snowy to
feed, then at night Snowy and
Sleakstar (one of the cubs) go

hunting around the room and
it's really cute and funny, but
my favourite bit is when Snowy
and Not-much have a litter of
cubs and they are crawling all
over him and it's really funny.
This book is entirely enjoyable
and that's proven by all the
awards it's won and it's been
written by an author of great
talent. A powerful and moving
story that's unputdownable
and unforgettable. 12+
Marcus Cooper

Kit's Wilderness
David Almond, Hodder
'Signature', 0 340 72716 0,
£4.99 pbk
Kit's Wilderness is set in a
village called Stoneygate. Kit
(the main character) has just
moved back to Stoneygate for
his grandma has died. Kit
meets John Askew (other main
character). They play a game
called Death in Askew's den
with others. All of the others
pretend to die but Kit doesn't
pretend. When Kit comes out
of it he sees skinny miner
children. The next time Kit dies
the teacher (Burning Bush)
finds out and Askew gets
expelled. Kit finds another
friend called Allie. Askew goes
missing and no-one can find
him, most people think he is
dead. Is Askew alive? You will
have to read the book to find
out.
This is a very moving book and
isn't one to miss. I think
everyone should read this
emotionally tense book about
Kit and Askew. This book is
regarded by me as the best
book I have ever read.
Everyone should read this
book; even adults would enjoy
this eye-gripping mind
blowing book. I would
recommend this book for ages
10 to adult.
Tim Payne

EVENTS
The Illustration Cupboard Christmas Show
Specializing in contemporary picture book art, The Illustration
Cupboard is holding a Christmas exhibition from 27 November -
2 December at the Air Gallery, 32 Dover Street, London W1X 3RA.
Featured artists include Emma Chichester Clark, Chris Fisher,
Shirley Hughes. Nicola Bayley and Christopher Wormell. Prices
start at £100.
Details from 020 7610 5481; E-mail: illustrationcupboard
@yahoo.com
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Do you agree with us that children's
educational multimedia could be much,
much, more than it is now?

We are I to z. We combine skills in education, speech and
language therapy, linguistics, mathematics, the media, and
programming. We have formed to create truly educational and truly
entertaining multimedia, running off a CD Rom on a multimedia
computer

Multimedia combines the precision and flexibility of a book with the
sound and movement of video. We also have some new, patented
artificial intelligence, adjusting the computer automatically to the
user We have two products, 'Bubbles' for parents, grandparents and
professionals to work on first language development, to be available
in bi-lingual versions for parts of Britain where English is not the
only language, and '/2Z' to help work on numeracy and literacy.

These products now comprise some twelve hours of highly original
multi-media and user interfaces. In Bubbles, you can take part in
stories, light a barbecue and cook on it, make a house, paint a
bicycle, build a castle, get dressed, lay the table, listen to music, write
a letter; save it in a treasure chest, change it, see how letters are
formed as characters, do sums on a calculator; play games, use a
dictionary. And more.

1 Z

The stories are non-linear A non-linear story can be explored in
various sequences, offering a different experience each time. One of
our stories (originally true) is about a dog called Electric who
adopts a family.

If you are a committed user of children's books with an interest in
how literature, education and entertainment can be combined in
computer-based form, OR

If you agree with us that children's educational multimedia can be
both truly educational and truly entertaining (we think it is often
neither), OR

If you are just interested in finding out more about I to z,

We should like to invite you to the premiere of Bubbles at the
Mayfair Library at 25 South Audley Street, London WIY 5DJ on
Thursday 30th November The premiere will be at 4pm. But we
shall be available at the library for informal viewing and discussion
from 3 pm. If you would like to come please let us know and we
shall send you a ticket.

Alternatively, we can send you some more information on by
arrangement, come and show you Bubbles at your convenience.

I to z, 52 Bonham Road, London SW2 5HG 'Tel/Fax: 020 7652 1347 • E-mail: aubrey.nunes@btinternet.com

AMUITICULTURAL
+ OJIPET0 +

CH1LPREN5 BOOKS

Multicultural
Guide to
Children's
Books 0-16+
Edited by Rosemary
Stones, Books for
Keeps and The
Reading and
Language
Information Centre,
Reading, 68pp,1
871566053, £7.50
(UK), £9.50 (overseas)
A fully annotated biblio-
graphy of children's books with a multi-cultural theme -
twice the extent of the previous edition of this guide
published in 1994 and including a new section of books for
16+.
Arranged by age groupings, each with its own short
introduction, the selection of titles has been rigorous - we
have chosen the very best. The bibliography is
accompanied by a number of context-setting articles
looking at the current state of our multicultural society
and pen-portraits of several authors and illustrators who
feature in the Guide.
Phone, fax or e-mail to order your copy today or to receive
more details. Phone: 020 8852 4953, fax: 020 8318 7580,
e-mail: booksforkeeps@btinternet.com

JEFF HYNDS BOOKS
Specialist Children's Booksellers

BUSINESS FOR SALE
High quality children's books sold to an

established customer base of schools and
other educational establishments.

Potential for expansion of customer base.

The business was built up by former
teacher Jeff Hynds, who is now retiring. It

is currently run from Surrey, although
relocation would be possible.

For further details contact:

Ibbett Mosely
101/3 Station Road East

Oxted
Surrey RH8 OAY

Telephone: 01883 712241
Fax: 01883 723565

E-mail: lisaknight@ibbett.co.uk

J
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BJKREVIEWS
Reviews (of both hardback and paperback fiction and non-fiction) are grouped for convenience into both age categories and under
teaching range. Within each section, you will find reviews for younger children at the beginning. Books and children being varied and
adaptable, we suggest that you look either side of your area. More detailed recommendations for use can often be found within the review.

RATING
Audio books are rated for the quality
of the reading, not the book.

Unmissable *****
Very Good ****
Good ***
Fair **
Sad *

REVIEWERS IN THIS ISSUE
Gwynneth Bailey is Language Coordinator
at Aldborough County Primary School,
Norwich.
Clive Barnes is Principal Children's
Librarian, Southampton City.
David Bennett is Senior Teacher and Head
of the English Faculty at George Spencer
School, Nottinghamshire.
Jill Bennett is the author of Learning to
Read with Picture Books. She is Early Years
Coordinator and a teacher at Chatsworth
Infant School in Hounslow, Middlesex.
Roy Blatchford is Principal of Walton High,
Milton Keynes, and was founding UK
Director of Reading Is Fundamental.
David Cesarani is professor of modern
Jewish history at Southampton University.
Urmi Ghana previously worked as a
researcher and lecturer on bilingual issues
in primary education. She now teaches
part-time at Priory Primary School in
Slough.
Colin Chapman is a Youth Service Manager
with the London Borough of Redbridge.
Valerie Coghlan is Librarian at the Church
of Ireland College of Education, Dublin.
Robert Dunbar lectures in English and
children's literature at the Church of
Ireland College of Education, Dublin.
Julia Eccleshare is the children's books
editor of The Guardian.
John Farndon is a non-fiction author and
consultant.
Nikki Gamble is Head of English at the
School of Education, Anglia Polytechnic
University.
Annabel Gibb lives in York and is a
Learning Support Tutor.
Peter Hollindale was until recently Reader
in English and Educational Studies at the
University of York.
George Hunt is a lecturer in Language in
Education at the University of Reading.
Adrian Jackson is General Adviser -
English, West Sussex.
Andrew Kidd is Headteacher at Burscough
Village Primary School in Lancashire.
Rudolf Loewenstein is a Dominican friar
working in a London parish.
Margaret Mallett is Visiting Tutor in
Primary English, Goldsmiths' College.
Ted Percy, until he retired, was Divisional
Children's Librarian with Buckinghamshire
County Library.
Val Randall teaches English at Mansfield
High School, North East Lancashire.
Elizabeth Schlenther is the Librarian at
Penglais School, Aberystwyth, and the
compiler of Reading Therapy for Children
- books for hospital and home.
Rosemary Stones is Editor of Books for
Keeps.
Helen Taylor teaches at Homerton College,
Cambridge and is the director of The
Voices Project - a literature in the
community project and festival in
Cambridgeshire.
Sue Unstead was a publisher of children's
non-fiction for 25 years and is now a
freelance editorial consultant and writer.

TITLES REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE I

abc
Aldo

Alexander Graham Bell

Animals

Are You a Ladybird?

Art Fraud Detective

Balloon House

Bear Went Over the Mountain, The

Bound for America

Boy Who Became an Eagle, The

Britain at War - Air Raids

Britain at War - Evacuation

Burger Wuss

Cat in the Dark

Chambers School Dictionary

Chambers School Thesaurus

Clearing in a Forest, A

Clever Tortoise

Clown, Bear and Rabbit

Coat of Cats, A

Crab -boy Crane

Crazy Cow

Daisy's Babies

Dangerous Reality

Donkey that Sneezed, The

Dragon Ring, The

Dummy's Dilemma and Other Poems, The

Far Away Place, A

Finding Joe

George's Garden

God Bless Queen Victoria!

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

Hat Trick, The

Hattie's House

Heaven Eyes

Heaven Eyes (audio book)

Here Come the Heebie Jeebies and other
Scary Poems

Hey Diddle Diddle

House With No Name, The

I'm Sorry

Invisible!

Jack and the Beanstalk

Juggler

Leonardo and the Flying Boy

Living with Down's Syndrome

Living with Epilepsy

Look at Life in the Seventies, A

Look at Life in the Sixties, A

Magic Doctor, The

Marie Curie

Michael Faraday

Monster Muggs, The

Mum Trap, The

My Stepfamily

Never Again
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New Room for William, A

Nothing Scares Us

Number One, Tickle Your Turn

Olivia

1,2,3

Pa's Poopy Chair

Perfect Pet, The

Peter's Party

Pictures in my mind

Pied Piper of Hamelin, The

Playing on the Edge

Pompom

Pond in a Meadow, A

PoW

Princess Elizabeth, Are You a Traitor?

Puffin Book of Five-minute Stories, The

Rain

Rita in Rocky Park

Robert Crowther's Amazing Pop-Up House
of Inventions

Rosie's First Day at School

Rosie's Room

Rover

Rude Rabbit

Scarecrow's Hat, The

Scavenger's Tale, The

Sea Hawk, Sea Moon

Sea- Cat and Dragon King

Seeing Stone, The

Septimus Similon, Pratising Wizard

Shylock's Daughter

Simply Delicious!

Spirit of Hope

Stone Age Bone Age!

Swallow Journey

Tell me I'm OK, really

Terminal Chic

Things that go

Thomas Edison

Three Billy-Goats Gruff, The

Tightrope

Trip of a Lifetime

Undercover Angel

Walking on Air

Walking the Maze

Warlands

Warriors of Alavna

Whadayamean

What Did I Look Like When I Was a Baby?

Where Are You, Blue Kangaroo?

Who's Who in Science and Technology

Wilma's Wicked Revenge

Witch in the Classroom!, A

Worst Class in the School, The

Wow! It's great being a duck

Your Dad, My Mum
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Now Out in Paperback
Three, four and five star hardbacks or trade paperbacks previously reviewed in BfK and now published as mass market paperbacks.

The Puffin Book of
Five-minute Stories
ANTHOLOGY ****
Illustrated by Steve Cox,
Puffin, 0 14 130879 6, £6.99
Reviewed BfK 114, January 1999:
'The nineteen stories in this
collection chosen for their read-
aloud qualities range from the well-
loved Three Billy Goats Gruff to
Allan Ahlberg's 'Miss Dose the
Doctors' Daughter'. It has the
potential to open many new doors.'

Rover
PICTURE BOOK

*****Michael Rosen, ill. Neal Layton,
Bloomsbury, 0 7475 4689 4,
£4.99
Reviewed BfK 118, September 1999:
'This witty picture book is a canine
account of life with a pet human,
Rover. When Rover wanders off down
the beach leaving her parents
distraught, it is her owner who has to
fetch her. Children will love this
clever, jokey book.'

The Perfect Pet
PICTURE BOOK

***Peta Coplans, Andersen,
0 86264 102 0, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 118, September 1999:
'Hen wants a pet and foolishly
chooses a fox. This wonderfully silly
tale is told so well by the
author/illustrator, and the colourful
pictures are lively and amusing.'

Simply Delicious!
PICTURE BOOK
Margaret Mahy, ill. Jonathan
Allen, Frances Lincoln,
0711214417, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 119, November 1999:
'Mr Minky endeavours to deliver "a
double-dip-chocolate-chip-and-
cherry ice cream with rainbow
twinkles and chopped-nut sprinkles"
for his son. Simply delicious! How he
outwits the many hungry predators
en route is revealed page by amazing
page, and the accumulative wording
as he and the ice cream are chased
through the jungle is pure delight.'

Daisy's Babies
PICTURE BOOK
Lisa Kopper, Puffin,
0 14 056544 2, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 121, March 2000:

'Kopper's illustrations are simple,
bright and bold, always capturing the
playful, knowing puppies who lead
innocent Baby astray with everyday
household objects, until Mummy
arrives to clean up. The level and
language pattern of the text are well-
judged and encourage parent and
child to read together.'

Whadayamean
PICTURE BOOK

*****John Burningham, Red Fox,
0 09 926668 7, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 116, May 1999:
'Accompanied by two children on his
journey to earth, God is horrified by
the pollution, starvation, killing and
discord he encounters. He entrusts
the children with the task of telling
the grown-ups "to change the way
they are living". As this is a story, the
adults listen to the children and "the
world became a better world". A fable
for our times.'

Britain at War -
Evacuation
0 7502 2844 X

Britain at War -
Air Raids
0 7502 2843 1

**** NON-FICTION
****Martin Parsons, Wayland The

History Detective Investigates',
£4.99 each
Reviewed BfK 117July 1999:
'These books traverse well covered
ground but they do so in a way that
genuinely involves children in their
learning. Research in libraries to find
relevant contemporary newspaper
reports and interviews with those
who lived through the second world
war are encouraged.'

Invisible!
**** FICTION

***Robert Swindells, Corgi
Yearling, 0 440 86363 5, £3.99
Reviewed BfK 119, November 1999:
'This is an old fashioned
barnstorming yarn in typical
Swindells' style: an everyday setting
in which fantastic events lead to a set
of vigorously paced adventures
culminating in a grand cliff hanging
finale. Here the action is triggered off
by a New Age traveller child sharing
the secret of acquiring invisibility
with a group of schoolfriends. Pure
hokum, but spiced with sufficient
panache to make you and your
reluctant readers want to keep
turning the pages.'

Dangerous Reality
FICTION ***
Malorie Blackman, Corgi,
0 552 52840 4, £3.99
Reviewed BfK 116, May 1999:
'Another fast-moving computer-
based adventure from this highly
regarded writer. Dominic's mum is
gaining fame as the inventor of VIMS
but sabotage from within the team is
suspected and Dominic decides to
get involved. A surprise ending
introduces some ideas to mink about
in an otherwise straightforward tale
and Dominic learns some important
things about love and friendship.'

Walking the Maze
FICTION ****
Margret Shaw, Oxford,
0 19 275094 1, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 117, July 1999:
A wonderfully intense novel which
takes imagination as its subject and
manages, through Annice, a complex
shifting between the present and the
world within a painting. This book
takes complete hold of the reader and
moves with accelerating speed
through its complex imaginings to a
dramatic conclusion."

Heaven Eyes
FICTION

****David Almond, Hodder
Signature, 0 340 74368 9, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 121, March 2000:
'Erin and her friends January and
Mouse are parentless children living
in a home called "Whitegates", They

have run away on earlier occasions
but the adventure which results in
their meeting Heaven Eyes is an
altogether more profound
experience. At times mystical, at
times matter of fact, this is a tale of
dreams, memories and mysteries,
confirming its author's status as one
of our most hypnotic storytellers.'
(See also p25 for review of Audio
Book.)

Olivia
FICTION

***Rosie Rushton, Puffin,
0140388214, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 105, July 1997:
'Olivia's parents have separated:
unable to hate her father's girlfriend
and unsure of her status within the
family, she falls in love with Ryan.
Here the plot loses credibility, since
he is revealed as her half-brother.
However, Rushton has observed her
subjects well and produced an
entertaining story allied to a good
deal of sound, practical advice.'

The Scavenger's Tale
FICTION ****
Rachel Anderson, Oxford,
144pp, 0 19 275022 4, £3.99
Reviewed BfK 114, January 1999:
'This dystopian novel is set in 2015 in
a London where the poor, the
dispossessed and the dysfunctional
are at the mercy of their Community
Health and Welfare Monitors, agents
who have a sinister link with the
tourists thronging the capital.
Focusing on the fight for survival of
the various members of one
household at risk, this novel poses
endless questions about our
responses to those generally called
"misfits". It is a worthwhile, if
harrowing, read, in which moments
of dark humour lighten the prevailing
bleakness.'

Tightrope
FICTION

****Gillian Cross, Puffin,
0 14 130535 5, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 117, July 1999:
'Ashley is the sole carer of her
bedridden mother and her release
comes from night-time graffiti raids
on high and dangerous walls. But can
she identify the man who is stalking
her? It is Cross's handling of narrative
tension which elevates this novel to
the first division.'

REVIEWS Under 5s Pre-School/Nursery/Infant
Clown, Bear and
Rabbit

***Tony Maddox, Piccadilly Press,
32pp, 1 85340 578 7, £9.99 hbk,
1 85340 583 3, £4.99 pbk

Stories of toys lost or abandoned and
subsequently given a caring home
provide a safely vicarious experience
for young children, the
anthropomorphism of the playthings
concerned giving a necessary
distance to the emotions of loss.
Clown, Bear and Rabbit undergo just

such experiences. Neglected in an
upstairs room of an old house they go
in search of Granny who seems to
have forgotten about them. Weeks are
spent in the old tree-house where
they remember playing with Granny's
children, until a storm drives them
back to the house. Now the old

nursery newly gleams and the friends
are seized on with joy by the children
of Granny's daughter.
The illustrations are pleasantly bright
and cheery and are spread across
much of each opening. The text,
however, is somewhat pedestrian and
predictable. VC
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1,2,3
0 7460 4099 7

a be
0 7460 4100 4

Things that go
0 7460 4101 2

Animals
0 7460 4102 0

**
111. Amanda Barlow, Usborne
Baby Board Books, 12pp, £3.99
each board
Another set of 'first concept' picture
books? Well, at least they promise to
'entertain babies and toddlers, as well
as adults'... Hmm. Not this adult. For
a start, how many board book babies
of your acquaintance can make sense
of numbers or the alphabet? Perhaps
that is the bit for adults... In reality
these are 'point and name' books
which will be outgrown before the
concepts have meaning.
Things that go and Animals have a
two-word text describing each image
- 'Happy monkeys... Slow tortoise...
Furry polar bear... Tall giraffe... Two
birds' (not even 'parrots'). Though, of
course, the sharer can expand on this
while discussing the picture, this text
is a banal starting point with little
purpose, or consistency. The
illustrations, of painted paper collage
in a pleasing range of colours, are
highly stylised. While this works for
some images, the essence of a bee, a
duck or a polar bear is not well
conveyed if they are each reduced to
a circle and an oval with legs.
It would be nice to see a publisher
pay enough attention to its board
book audience to commission a
really worthwhile set of concept
books from an excellent illustrator,
rather than yet more of the
acceptable-but-dull variety repre-
sented here. AG

Hey Diddle Diddle

****Ailie Busby, Little Hippo, 16pp,
0 439 99509 4, £4.99 board
A large format board book containing
a dozen favourite nursery rhymes:
with the exception of Humpty
Dumpty, all the characters including
Jack and Jill are animals. Printed in
large type and illustrated with bold,
jaunty, agreeably slap-dash
illustrations this will be fun for
toddlers and beginner readers. JB

The Bear Went Over
the Mountain
0 370 32742 X

Number One, Tickle
Your Turn
0 370 32752 7

****
John Prater, Bodley Head,
26pp, £4.99 each board
Prater's father and son bears rival the
best of Martin Waddell and Barbara
Firth. In the first title the young cub
climbs over the mountainous shape
of his father to get to the other side -
and back again. Each spread has a
magic all its own, with the bears'
laughing eyes prompting the same
response from the young reader. The
second title has a similarly
enchanting spirit to it, with the added
fun of a tickly counting game to
share. The simplicity of the bold

JOHN PRATER

%

• ,

colour drawings and the repeated
text are finely judged. Strongly
recommended for bedtime reading
with any under fives. RB

Rosie's Room - A first
flap book about sight
English/Bengali, 1 84059 158 7

Hattie's House -
A first flap book
about sound
English/Chinese, 1 84059 153 6

HBNTalent

George's Garden -
A first flap book
about touch
English/Gujarati, 1 84059 166 8

Peter's Party - A first
flap book about taste
English/Turkish, 1 84059 149 8
DUAL LANGUAGE ****
Mandy and Ness, Milet, 16pp,
£5.99 each pbk novelty
A super series of books about the
senses in which a range of vocabulary
relating to sight, sound, touch and
taste is imaginatively introduced.
Each square format book looks and
feels good to handle. Children will
love lifting the large flaps which
reveal the rest of the sentence begun
on the opposite page as well as a
photograph of a key item cleverly
integrated into the bold illustrations.
There is excellent parity of scripts in
these dual language texts
typographical issues for different
language scripts have been very well
addressed. Wonderful additions to
early years libraries. UC

Rain

*****Manya Stojic, David Bennett
Books, 32pp, 1 85602 355 9,
£9.99 hbk
'It was hot. Everything was hot and
dry' begins this exciting, heat filled
picture book which has the animals
of the savanna excitedly passing on
the news to each other that the rain is
coming. Porcupine can smell it, the
zebras can see it, the baboons can
hear it and so forth. The text reads
aloud beautifully and is illustrated in
a bold, free, painterly style with
perspectives that daringly crop, for
the most part, all but the animals'
expressive heads. Stojic maintains
suspense and reaches the dramatic

'i can't smell the rain now,"
whispered the porcupine,

'but I kllOW that it will
come back again.
When it's
lime."

climax (the arrival of the rain) via
both words and pictures which she
seamlessly integrates. Did she, I
wonder, also design the book?
Whatever, the stylish use of bold
lettering on the page with emphases
on particular words is felicitous. A
most impressive debut. RS

Where Are You, Blue
Kangaroo?

***Emma Chichester Clark,
Andersen, 32pp, 0 86264 923 4,
£9.99 hbk
Blue Kangaroo keeps getting left in
unusual places by Lily in this second
book about the pair, but is safely
restored to her one way or another. At
last he takes matters into his own
paws and (rather too subtly for me)
shows Lily that a pouch for her to
carry him in might be a good idea.
Chichester Clark's familiar palette of
pinks, yellows and clear turquoisey
blues is used - along with her
trademark wide-brimmed hat. The
scale is bigger than her usual one
here - perhaps for the younger
audience - thus much of her
characteristic delicacy and
quirkiness is lost. Faces in particular
have suffered, though there are some
beautifully-observed expressions and
gestures, and many children will
respond to this gently moral tale. AG

Clever Tortoise

****Francesca Martin, Walker,
40pp, 0 7445 5518 3, £9.99 hbk

S PL AS I l! , , i !

A Tanzanian folk story, presented in a
beautiful picture book format, this is
a charming variation on the theme of
the mighty defeated by a collision of
their own vanity with the wisdom of
the humble. It begins on the banks of
Lake Nyasa, where the animals live in
Eden-like serenity. One day, elephant
suddenly becomes aware of his own
immensity and begins to noisily brag
about it. Hippopotamus catches on

and joins in the dangerously
boisterous roistering. The serenity of
Lake Nyasa is destroyed, but only
until Clever Tortoise, in a cunning
stunt of problem solving, challenges
each of the boastful hulks to a tug o'
war. You can probably guess what
happens next.
This is a simple but rich little story
which will give younger readers
much scope for participation and
discussion. The illustrations are a
delight - radiant, intricate depictions
of the flora, fauna, earth, sky and
water of a vanished paradise. Great
for reading aloud or just for looking
at. GH

A New Room for
William

***Sally Grindley, ill. Carol
Thompson, Bloomsbury, 32pp,
0 7475 4489 1, £9.99 hbk
William has moved house; he and
mum are decorating his new room,
which gradually feels more like home
to him. He begins to make friends
with the boy next door and to notice
the good things about his new home.
The disruption he is feeling is well-
depicted in Thompson's watercolour
and collage illustrations, along with
the tenderness between William and
his mum. The book ends by dropping
a bombshell: we have had glimpses
throughout of a photo of a happy
family, but the final page has William
asking Mum 'Will Dad let me choose
the paper for my room at his new
house?' There is no discussion of this
beyond his mother's reassuring
answer. I felt this sudden ending had
the potential to disturb, or at least
confuse, a young child not in
William's position - and there are no
clues either earlier in the book or on
the cover to tell the sharing adult that
it might be useful for a child who is.
The text is clumsy in places but the
page-filling illustrations complement
it well, giving many strong features to
the whole, and much to discuss
about the feelings of a child in a new
family situation once one knows the
content. AG

A Coat of Cats

****Jeri Kroll, ill. Ann James, Happy
Cat, 32pp, 1 899248 63 3, £4.99
pbk
An old woman lives alone with her
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family of seven cats until a man from
the Town Hall has her re-housed and
she has to leave her cats behind. When
she returns to check on them one cold
night, they keep her from freezing by
making a coat of cats, and wriggle
their way into her dreams, inspiring
her to find new homes for them.
Kroll's writing is somewhat uneven,
with short, sometimes abrupt,
sentences punctuated by evocative
images or slipping into rhyme here
and there: challenging to read aloud
as the pace changes from page to
page. More coherent are the jaunty,
richly textured, expressive pastels of
James' illustrations, which
successfully convey characters of
both people and cats and
complement the text well. A warmly
satisfying story overall. AG

Nothing Scares Us

****Frieda Wishinsky, ill. Neal
Layton, Bloomsbury, 32pp,
0 7475 4679 7, £9.99 hbk

and storytelling. Then one evening
the family are told that their home is
to be destroyed to make way for a
matchstick factory. Despair
approaches alongside the diggers,
but just as the happy house is about
to be swallowed, community action
triggered by an inspiration Mum
draws from one of the family games
saves the day.
This is an optimistic book,
proclaiming the power of play and
solidarity in the face of adversity, but
older readers might find an
undercurrent of sadness in the
contrast between its resolution and
the realities of eviction and
homelessness. GH

'Nothing and no one scares us' sing
best friends Lucy and Lenny, 'the
Fearless Two'. But Lucy is terrified of
the slimy green Creature on
television, whose horrors intrude
even into her sleep, and Lenny is
petrified by a little spider on his bowl
of popcorn.
Beginning with the striking cover, the
boldly outlined childlike drawings
and the bright colours will attract
young readers to this warm-hearted
tale of fears overcome and supportive
friendship. VC

Spirit of Hope

***Bob Graham, Happy Cat,
32pp, 1 899248 58 7, £4.99 pbk
The first few pages of this picture
book introduce us to the idyllic
dockside home of the Fairweathers:
dad the docker, his wife, six kids and
sundry pets. When dad's working day
is over, life is one long romping
tumult of games and songs, picnics

Cat in the Dark
POETRY
Chosen by Fiona Waters,
ill. Sophy Williams, Frances
Lincoln, 32pp, 0 7112 1353 4,
£10.99 hbk, 07112 1476 X,
£5.99 pbk
Despite having something of a cat
phobia I found myself left with, as
John Cunliffe describes, 'a patch of
cat-warmth... An invisible gift' from
this dozen well-chosen, largely
contemporary poems. Among my
favourites are the cumulative, rhyme-
packed, sibilant syllables of Margaret
Mahy's 'Cat in the Dark' and Rona M.
Campbell's 'Tick-a-Lick' whose
staccato rhythm sentences spells out
the very essence of a farm cat's day
and night.
Williams's atmospheric and seduct-
ive pastel close-ups are 'purrfect'
pleasure yet leave room enough for
readers and listeners to conjure up
their own images from the magic of
the poets' words. JB

The Scarecrow's Hat

****Ken Brown, Andersen, 32pp,
0 86264 950 1, £9.99 hbk
This is an intriguing tale centred
around the catchphrase 'But she
knew someone who did'. Chicken

wants scarecrow's hat for a nest, so
she sets out on a long trail of swap
and barter until we see her on the
final page ensconced in the big straw
hat. Travelling through Brown's
beautifully cast country scenes,
chicken trades ribbons, glasses,
feathers and blankets with a series of
animal friends. All the animals get the
object they want and the closing lines
cleverly set up young readers to
continue the tale in their own words
and pictures. Recommended for
shared reading in class groups. RB

I'm Sorry

****Sam McBratney, ill. Jennifer
Eachus, Collins, 32pp,
0 00 198223 0, £9.99 hbk
One of the hardest lessons we have to
learn is how to say 'I'm sorry'. In this

lyrical love story, the little boy and
girl, who love each other best of all,
are sad until they learn to say I'm
sorry when they shout at each other
and fall out. An important lesson for
adults too!
The pictures, softly painted in pastel
colours, show the children splashing
in puddles, playing games, sharing
the wonder of tadpoles, and learning
how to retrieve their friendship when
things go wrong. A glowing
amalgamation of words and
illustration. ES

My Stepfamily
111. Heather Dickinson,
1 899248 29 3

Rosie's First Day at
School
111. Christopher O'Neill,
1 899248 19 6

***
Rosemary Stones, Happy Cat
'Talking It Through', 32pp,
£3.99 each pbk
The 'Talking It Through' series
provides books to help children
discuss emotional dilemmas. In My
Stepfamily Kim must come to terms
with Mum's new boyfriend and his
daughter Clare. When they move in,
Kim has to share a room and cope
with a younger child who always
seems to get her own way. She learns
that Clare, too, is vulnerable and
needs protecting by a big sister.
Rosie's First Day at School has an
interesting parallel structure. While
Rosie goes through her school day,
we also see what Mum and baby
Thomas and the family dog are doing
at home. Children in new and strange
places can wonder what is happening
at home, and, perhaps, long to be
there. Rosie does have homeward
longings, but she also enjoys her day.
Both stories have cheerful, realistic
illustrations and will be reassuring to
children in similar circumstances. ES

Are You a Ladybird?
NON-FICTION ****
Judy Allen and Tudor
Humphries, Kingfisher 'Up the
Garden Path', 32pp,
0 7534 0420 6, £5.99 hbk
One of four titles in a new series on
minibeasts, 'Up the Garden Path', this
introduction to the lifecycle of the
ladybird explores an ever-popular
topic for infants and preschoolers.
With a simple, direct text addressed
to the reader and then to the
developing ladybird, the book traces
the growth from egg and larva to fully
grown adult. A Did You Know section
at the end provides useful additional
information. Allen has a light touch,
drawing in the reader by comparing
the ladybird to a child. Humphries'
illustrations contain just the right
amount of detail in a strong design
with hand-lettered text that remains
legible for beginner readers. SU

REVIEWS 5-8 Infant/Junior
Aldo

*****John Burningham, Red Fox,
32pp, 0 09 918501 6, £4.99 pbk
The little girl in Aldo is one of
Burningham's characters whose

interior life is richer than are her
exterior doings. She is no Shirley,
however. Rather than fighting pirates
and performing deeds of derring-do,
her consolation for the shortcomings
of everyday life is in the form of Aldo,
a large rabbit-like creature, her
special friend who is with her 'when

things get really bad'. A victim of
bullying and of quarrelling parents,
she is sketched lightly without much
colour and isolated on the pages by
expanses of white space. With Aldo
comes colour, and a sense that he
enables her to at least imagine herself
doing things she would not dare do in

reality. The intensity of the little girl's
loneliness is chilling when she
declares 'I spend a lot of time on my
own' and in a scene in a cafe where
we observe her sitting apart from the
other children. Aldo offers no happy
ending, only a hope that matters will
improve as she asserts that some
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days she forgets about Aldo, but
knows that when things are bad he
will be there for her.

Originally published in 1991, it is
good to see Aldo reissued. Books like
this should stay in print. VC

Rude Rabbit
0 00 198348 2

Crazy Cow
0 00 198352 0

*****Colin and Jacqui Hawkins,
Collins, 24pp, £8.99 each hbk
The Hawkins' new animal series has
four unforgettable characters - Daft
Dog, Greedy Goat, Crazy Cow and
Rude Rabbit who dip in and out of
each other's books delightfully, each
one being carefully and wittily
crafted. Six and seven year olds
hugely enjoy Rabbit's blatant
rudeness, graphically explicit, in
Rude Rabbit as he burps, pulls faces,
pushes and shoves, and makes the
most appalling personal comments.
They understand why no-one likes
him...

The cow in Crazy Cow finds school
work impossibly hard, but she is a
talented gymnast who tightropes
along the washing line, swings round
the TV aerial then bungee jumps off
the roof. 'What will she dooo?' moos
Mrs Cow as Crazy Cow leaves home
to seek her fortune. What indeed!

Full of energy and enthusiasm, these
books' clear and detailed pictures tell
lots of jokes. In Crazy Cow, the text
reads aloud very well, the words
'somersaults, handsprings, hand-
stands, tumble turns and back flips'
appealing greatly to children
attempting more challenging texts
for themselves. This series has much
to offer. GB

Jf*ff

The Boy
iWbo Became

an Eagle

The Boy Who Became
an Eagle

*****Kathryn Cave, ill. Nick Maland,
Dorling Kindersley, 32pp,
0 7513 2873 1, £8.99 hbk
To be able to fly is a form of freedom,
and suddenly to find that he has this
gift frees the unnamed boy in this
beautifully produced picture book
from the physical hardships which
seem to be part of his life. That is,
until he is found by the owner of a
travelling circus and he loses his
freedom when he becomes the star
act in the show. How he regains his
liberty is the climax of a book which
hints at much more than is
described. We do not know who the
boy is or where he comes from, other
than that it is mountainous and very
cold in winter.

Cross-hatched lines and washed
colours have the appearance of
hand-tinted nineteenth-century
etchings, giving a period atmosphere
to the story. Double spreads give a
feeling of space, especially in scenes
where the boy flies. This is a
somewhat unusual book, and one
which will repay close consideration.

VC

/ Look
I Was a,

Jeanne WfMfr an4 Torw
InmxJiKine "I lie Uni t ing S-n^

What Did I Look Like
When I Was a Baby?

*****Jeanne Willis, ill. Tony Ross,
Andersen, 32pp, 0 86264 959 5,
£9.99 hbk
Picture books that help children
understand the immediate world
around them are always welcome in
the junior library; one which explores
family traits and genes in a funny and
accessible style is to be applauded.
Michael kicks off the proceedings by
asking his mum, 'What did I look like

when I was a baby?' On succeeding
pages, baboon, hippo, leopard,
ostrich and the rest ask a similar-
question to their mum and dad. Each
is met with sharply observed
answers. Each learns that they
appeared - more or less - like little
versions of their parents.

Then the bullfrog poses the same
question, and the latter pages of the
book take us on a whimsical ride
through the life cycle of the tadpole
and frog. The end-pages throw in
words and music of The Bullfrog
Song' rounding off a distinctive and
captivating read. Drawings by the
inimitable Tony Ross alongside a slick
text add up to a high quality
production. RB

Wow! It's great being
a duck

****Joan Rankin, Red Fox, 32pp,
0 09 921582 9, £4.99 pbk
Lillee is a duck who says swimming is
not for her and prefers walking
instead. Once alone in the forest and
hunted by Mr Furry-legs-Long-tail-
Sharp-snout-Pink-tongue, she quick-
ly learns to fly and earns her family's
respect. The tale is not original but
Rankin's watercolours are action-
packed, witty and a delight to look at.
She also plays fast and loose with size
of letters and shapes of words on the
page, drawing in the reader
interested in unusual page design
and typography. Worth a place on the
junior library shelf. RB

Here Come the
Heebie Jeebies and
other Scary Poems
POETRY

***Compiled by Tony Bradman,
ill. David Roberts, Hodder
Wayland, 32pp, 0 7500 2933 1,
£9.99 hbk
A collection of mainly light-hearted
scary poems in a picture book format
which will appeal to primary age
children. There are poems about
going to the dentist, bogeys, shadows
and monsters illustrated dramatically
and humorously. I would have liked
to read a few more poems like Helen
Dunmore's 'Little Horse in the
Wardrobe' and Adele Geras' 'Silk
Dragon' which develop the 'scary'
theme into more reflective and
inspiring poems. This collection will
also give children and teachers lots of
ideas for writing scary poems of their
own. HT

Rita in Rocky Park
Hilda Offen, 0141302100

The Monster Muggs
Jeremy Strong, ill. Nick
Sharratt, 0 14 130219 4

***
First Young Puffin, 32pp, £3.99
each pbk
The exploits of young Rita aka 'Rita
the Rescuer' would make even the
strongest super-hero quail. By
contrast the adventures of the three
Monster Muggs seem mild as they
search for a new home as their cave
has become too cold and damp for
their liking! Both books carry colour
illustrations on each page, breaking
up the text into very manageable
chunks. Offen's illustrations are
reminiscent of Thelwell, especially in

the scene where Rita rescues the rider
of a runaway pony. In contrast the
Muggs are boldly drawn and
Sharratt's saturated hues stand out
on each page.

Described as 'ideal for younger
children who are reading by
themselves', these two First Young
Puffins are likely to appeal to readers
of 7 upwards who have some reading
experience. VC

Goldilocks and the
Three Bears

0 19 272427 4

The Three Billy-Goats
Gruff

0 19 272422 3

Jack and the Beanstalk

0 19 272424 X

The Donkey that
Sneezed

0 19 272426 6

The Magic Doctor

**_
0 19 272425 8

The Pied Piper of
Hamelin

*~
0 19 272423 1
Val Biro, Oxford 'Stories for
Sharing', 32pp, £2.99 each pbk
OUP have taken six of Biro's
previously published retellings of
traditional tales and repackaged
them as 'Stories for Sharing'
complete with helpful general advice
for parents reading with children.
Unfortunately, while leaving the
illustrations, they have adapted the
text and that all important ear for
language is sadly absent in these
gutted versions which seem to have
been written with a reductionist view
of reading that will do little 'to help
children discover the delights of
reading'. For instance, 'Once upon a
time there was a poor widow who had
a son called Jack and a cow called
Milky-white. All they had to live on
was the milk from the cow. But one
day Milky-white gave no more milk
and the mother was in despair.
"Cheer up, Mother," said Jack. "We
can sell the cow and then we'll see
what we can do." So he took the
halter and led Milky-white off to
market.' becomes 'Jack and his
mother had a cow. /But the cow gave
no milk. /"We can sell the cow," said
Jack. /"I will take her to market.'"

The Magic Doctor is the only one I
would even consider sharing with a
child. JB

Pa's Poopy Chair

****Niki Daly, Corgi Pups, 64pp,
0 552 54652 6, £3.50 pbk
Described as 'Perfect for new readers
just starting out on real books' this
addition to the Corgi Pups series is
certainly likely to be a hit. The
vocabulary is stretching and some
readers may need some help with
words such as 'embarrassed' or
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Editor's
Choice
Sea-Cat and Dragon
King

****Angela Carter, ill. Eva
Tatcheva, Bloomsbury, 96pp,
0 7475 4882 X, £9.99 hbk
'It is a little known fact that cats live
at the bottom of the sea,' Carter tells
us in this agreeable little book that
must surely have started life as a
bedtime story with its slightly
disjointed quality to the telling. Sea-
Cat knows he is important because
his mother loves him so when the
unloved Dragon King tries to bully
him into giving up his beautiful suit,
he is able to resist. Mother Sea-Cat is
then kind enough to make the King a
suit of his own so all ends well. If this
little tale lacks the Grand Guignol of
Carter's adult tales, she creates a
most satisfying sea world with its
eccentric houses and occupations
and asides to the reader (as when she
points out, most seriously, that no
land creature could possibly live
there). Young listeners will love it

while a large type-face will encourage
young readers.
The book is generously illustrated
with black and white, rather vague
and loose line drawings which
distract from the text; the
characterisation of Sea King is
particularly disappointing. From her
cover, it appears that Tatcheva's
colour work is more promising. RS

DPoopyrhai

Niki Daly

Princess Elizabeth,
Are You a Traitor?
111. Gary Andrews, 0 237 52028 1
hbk, 0237 52029 Xpbk

God Bless Queen
Victoria!
111. Sue Shields, 0 237 520303
hbk, 023752031 1 pbk
FACTION

**

'advertised', hut there is plenty of
repetition to reinforce the learning of
new words.
The text is divided into three short
chapters, broken up with plenty of
illustrations, each of which is a story
about Brenda and Bono and their
parents. However, the chapters are
self-contained so a reader will have a
feeling of attainment when one is
completed.
The characters in the story are
engaging and lively and likely to
attract the interest of new readers
and make their efforts worthwhile.
The illustrations are equally lively
and should encourage new readers to
persevere with the text. Twelve other
titles in the series are listed and their
covers shown which might
encourage new readers to ask for
another. All are by well-known
authors and Prue Goodwin of the
Reading and Language Centre at the
University of Reading is the
consultant for this series. VC

Stewart Ross, Evans 'Coming
Alive', 64pp, £7.99 each hbk,
£3.99 each pbk
Ross and Evans have added two more
titles to the growing list in their
'Coming Alive' series. They have
covered a variety of periods from the
Ancient Greeks to Queen Victoria. In
each book, an historical event is told
as a story suitable for 7-9 year-olds,
with an eye to providing the required
fictional component to history
teaching in the English National
Curriculum.
There are interesting stories to tell:
how Elizabeth survived as a
Protestant princess in the reign of her
Catholic sister, Mary; and how
Victoria's choice of husband helped
her to develop the skills necessary to
her role as queen. Ross succeeds in
bringing out the human interest, and,
by the end of each book, we feel that
we know and care a little more about
these great queens. However, the
books are an unhappy compromise
between history and fiction.
The stories sit between a short
prologue ('The Story so Far') and an
afterword ('What Happened Next')
that are written as conventional
historical narrative. There is a
glossary, a note on sources and a time
line, but no index and no way of
accessing the information in the
story except for reading it all the way
through. The presentation is
unattractive compared to more
conventional information hooks.
As fiction, the stories are pale and
bloodless. They lack both period
detail, which gives the sense of being
in another time and place, and the

interest and drama that can come
from taking some liberties with
historical events or offering an
unusual view of them.
The uniform format does not help.
Although there is a different
illustrator for each book, the
technique and layout are much the
same: inexpressive black and white
line drawings, with frequent portrait
caricatures of the main figures, and
larger illustrations with vague
backgrounds. It could all do with
more panache and excitement. It is
perhaps unfair to compare, but a
book like last year's Castle Diary
shows what can be achieved by
mixing fictional techniques with
historical material. CB

Robert Crowther's
Amazing Pop-Up
House of Inventions
NON-FICTION

***

The beauty of the different
landscapes - stretches of sea and
land as well as expanses of sky - is
well conveyed in words and
brushstrokes. But the darker aspects
of the marathon journey are not
hidden from us; lands that are cold
and bare need to be crossed and 'the
younger, weaker birds do not have
the strength to fight against the wind
and lack of food'. The hot winds of the
vast Sahara can cause 'a hill of sliding
sand' making the birds lurch and dip
and almost suffocate.
Teachers working with Year 3 (seven
to eight year olds) following the
National Literacy Strategy pro-
grammes (a reference point for
planning the literacy programmes for
teachers in England) seek non-fiction
'on topics of interest'. This lively book
would be as asset here. However
children up to about ten would find it
a delightful book to read and savour
at home or in school. MM

Robert Crowther, Walker,
14pp, 0 7445 6193 0, £12.99
hbk novelty
The Jacuzzi brothers invented a
whirlpool bath in the 1950s for one of
their family who had arthritis.
The first toilet paper was launched -
with little success - in 1857.
Venetian blinds were invented in
Britain in 1769 by Edward Bevan.
And so on, on a trip round a 'typical'
present day house, with pop-ups, lift-
ups, roundabouts and fold-outs from
a respected practitioner in these
things.
This is a useful catalogue of some
inventions that changed the way we
live. The pop-up dimension is not
particularly amazing, not does it add
to information provided. Some of the
flaps are very small and so is the
print, so that only agile fingers and
experienced readers will get the most
out of it, so it is definitely not a
beginner book of the sort that
Crowther made his name with. TP

S wa11ow Journey
NON-FICTION

*****Vivian Erench, ill. Karin
Little wood, Zero to Ten
'Fantastic Journeys', 24pp,
1 84089 168 8, £9.99 hbk
Inspirational watercolour illust-
rations complement an absorbing
narrative about the migration of
swallows in this second title in the
'Fantastic Journeys' series. (The first
was Whale Journey.) A journey has a
natural time sequence but the
momentum of the story does not
prevent the inclusion of a great deal
of information, particularly about the
birds' breeding and diet. We almost
share the sensations of warmth and
cold, exhilaration and fear of the
migrating birds and we are
encouraged to reflect on the nature of
instinctive behaviour.

Stone Age Bone Age!
NON-FICTION ****
Mick Manning and Brita
Granstrom, Franklin Watts
'Wonderwise', 32pp, 0 7496
3536 3, £10.99 hbk
A brilliant introduction to our
prehistoric ancestors for younger
children by the award-winning

a u t h o r - i l l u s t r a t o r
team Manning and
Granstrom. Like other
titles in the 'Wonder-
wise' series, the book
hums with energy,
from the very title
itself to the way in
which the reader is
immediately drawn in
to a world of caves,
hunting and gather-
ing. The text is
addressed directly to
the child who is
invited to learn how to
dig for beetle grubs,
paddle a dug-out

canoe, hunt woolly mammoths or
join in a wild celebratory torch-lit
dance after the hunt. Additional
information is presented in a
different hand written type - a nice
touch which ensures that the voice of
the main text is not interrupted.
Lively line and colour wash artwork
depicts a cheery and companionable
stone age family living and working
together around the fire. A
marvellous way to show what life was
like in prehistoric times, infant and
primary teachers are sure to welcome
the book. SU
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Living with Epilepsy
Patsy Westcott, 0 7502 2840 7

Living with Down's
Syndrome
Jenny Bryan, 0 7502 2839 3

NON-FICTION
***HodderWayland, 32pp, £4.99

each pbk
The 'Living with' series has a
particular strength: we meet real
children and adults coping with their

disabilities. Each book gives clear
explanations as to the medical
aspects of the problem, explains tests
and medication, and shows how it
affects everyday life. There is much
emphasis on the ordinary lives
people live, with mention in Down's

Syndrome that some special support
may be needed. Colour photographs,
diagrams, a section on helpful
organisations, a glossary and an
index add to the usefulness of the
books. ES

REVIEWS 8-10 Junior/Middle
Crab-boy Crane

***Julie Rainsbury, ill. Fran Evans,
Pont Readalone, 48pp,
1 85902 835 7, £3.50 pbk

The Dragon Ring

***Liz Haigh, ill. Rob Davies, Pont
Readalone, 80pp, 1 85902 724 5,
£3.50 pbk
These two short novels for newly
confident readers are both set in
Wales and include many Welsh words
and phrases and references to Welsh
culture. In Crab-boy Crane, new boy
Caradog comes to the school and he
befriends Cai. But Cai limps, is not
popular, and gets teased a lot. How
their friendship develops is told in a
thoughtful way, revealing that even
the seemingly strong have their
weaknesses. We are also reminded
that not all teasing is malicious, even
though it is sometimes construed in
that way by the victim. This engaging
story is told in a way that encourages
the reader to turn the pages.
In The Dragon Ring Sara finds an old
ring on the way back from school and
discovers that she is able to travel
back in time. Thus Sara becomes
familiar with a Wales when everyone
speaks Welsh; she begins to enjoy this
until she is punished in school for
speaking Welsh instead of English (as
happened in the past). There are
plenty of interesting points for
reflection throughout this story, and
Haigh is well aware of the world of
young children who are alternately
best of friends and then not friends at
all. The ending of the book implies
that a sequel is possible, which could
prove to be another interesting and
fruitful read. RL

The Worst Class in
the School _
POETRY _ ^
Colin Fletcher, ill. Stewart
Curry, Poolbeg 'Wren', 64pp,
1 85371 936 6, £3.99 pbk
Described as a collection of rhyming
stories, this book falls into the genre
of wacky, 'this is how kids are' type of
paperback poetry books. Unfort-
unately the levels of humour and
original ideas are extremely low. All I
can say is 'must try harder'. HT

A Witch in the
Classroom!

Ghillian Potts, ill. Jan Lewis,
Young Corgi, 96pp, 0 552
54685 2, £3.50 pbk
Described as 'perfect for building
reading confidence' this 'Young
Corgi' is part of a series in which most
titles are by well-established authors.
This story about Abigail who
discovers her witchily powers enable
her to cast spells on her classmates is
divided into twelve chapters of

varying length. Not all of the pages
are illustrated and it will take some
stamina for young readers to get
through all of the text. VC

The Hat Trick
Terry Deary, ill. Steve Donald,
72pp, 1 902260 50 3

The House With No
Name
Pippa Goodhart, ill. Peter
Kavanagh, 84pp, 1 902260 48 1

Pompom
Michaela Morgan, ill. Dee
Shulman, 80pp, 1 902260 49 X

Juggler
Peter Dixon, ill. David
Thomas, 72pp, 1 902260 51 1

**
Barrington Stoke, £4.50 each
pbk
These short novels, intended for 8-10
year-olds with reading difficulties,
are set in a script-style typeface, with
the text double-spaced, and on
cream-coloured paper, all of which
were liked by the dyslexic children I
consulted. The language is clear and
contemporary in style, with
straightforward sentence con-
struction and varied vocabulary. The
illustrations for three out of the four
are in cartoon style, in two of them
probably computer drawn or
coloured with different hatched
patterns. I do find it tedious that
children who take longer to learn to
read comfortably are all supposed to
relate almost entirely to cartoon-type
illustrations, often, as in some of
these examples, rather ugly in style. It
seems to me that all children should
be offered a wide range of styles of
illustration at all stages, whether to
appeal to different tastes or as part of
their visual education.
The Hat Trick is a well-sustained,
Tike Tyler-ish account of a 1950s
football-crazy girl who manages,
against her mother's wishes, to play,
and help to win, a match.
In The House With No Name, Colin
(now a ghost) mistakenly thinks that
he caused the death of his younger
brother as a result of jealousy. Using a
strange metaphor whereby Colin
becomes the house in which the
accident occurred, the story reaches
resolution when the house finally
falls down. My 9-year-old reader
found all this a bit too eerie, and I feel
that the complex emotions,
interesting as they are, are not well-
enough worked out to be a useful
analogy for children experiencing
similar jealous feelings.
In Pompom, Paul is desperate to
boost his image at school, so is
initially appalled to have to look after
a poodle for a while. However, while
doing so he learns a lot about himself
and about friendship, and how
appearances can be deceptive. (He
learns plenty about poodles too!)
Lastly Juggler, which is an amusing
but daft story in which an accident

caused by the eponymous 'juggler' is
covered up by some more, rather
fortuitous, juggling, while providing a
good reminder of how to deal with a
chip pan fire.
Though well-written and well-
intentioned, I feel these, in common
with many books for this stage, just
do not have that rattling good yarn
that makes the pages really turn. AG

The Dummy's
Dilemma and Other
Poems
POETRY

***John Mole, ill. Mary Norman,
Hodder, 80pp, 0 340 74993 8,
£3.99 pbk
John Mole is an accomplished poet
whether writing for children and
adults, often giving a new twist to old
forms. There are a variety of themes
here, from atmospheric poems with
relatively sophisticated vocabularies
to simple word plays and human-
interest stories. A variety of moods,
too. From the jokey: 'I'm the oldest
known gnome, /No gnome is older
than me, /I'm the oldest known
gnome /Though an unknown gnome
there may be' to the poem on the
facing page 'Gliders', a brilliant
evocation of stillness and wonder.
'Almost they repose /Above their own
shadows, /Almost they keep /Watch
over their own sleep' - a stanza that
ought to taring shivers down anyone's
spine. Despite titles like 'Hamlet's
Counting Rhyme' and 'Doctor
Samuel Johnson Consults His
Dictionary Upon Being Stung By A
Critic', the collection largely stays
within children's perceptions and
predilections, without ever offering
them less than the best. It goes to
show, too, the amazing things you
can do with the simplest ideas; read
'Time to Get Up', a clever variation on
'This is the house that Jack built'. CB

Playing on the Edge

**Neil Arksey, Puffin, 240pp,
0 J4 J30750 J, £4.99 pbk
Set in the year 2064, this futuristic
sports story deals with present day
issues of performance enhancers and
the increasing gap which exists
between the wealthiest soccer clubs
and their lower league cousins.
Easy Linker, the young teenage hero,
is a brilliant footballer who will be
taken over by the mighty Gunman
Reds and forced to take performance
enhancers like most other
professional footballers, even though
they possess life threatening side
effects. The clubs are so powerful that
the authorities seem unable or
unwilling to do anything about it.
Easy's Dad, Tom, wants to blow the
whistle on the whole business but in
so doing he endangers his own life
and that of his son too.
This novel has an interesting plot but
rather one dimensional character-
isation. Arksey makes some attempt

to give a futuristic feel but lack of
consistency in this regard, leads to
some anachronisms. AK

The Mum Trap

***Ruth Symes, Andersen, 96pp,
0 86264 933 J, £3.99 pbk

Your Dad, My Mum

***Hazel Townson, Andersen,
80pp, 0 86264 96J 7, £8.99 hbk
Many children face the dilemma of
whether or not to accept a new
partner in their parents' lives. In The
Mum Trap, a wheelchair-bound 10-
year-old and lovesick 13-year-old
narrator advertise for a new partner
for their widowed Dad, cum new
Mum to provide them with essential
teen know-how. Strangely, their
usually caring Dad has never paid
much attention to the bullying
suffered by the older girl; neither is
any comment made by anyone about
the wheelchair-using daughter. This
is surely unrealistic, even if her
inclusion is laudable. A fun story,
nevertheless, with some thought-
provoking aspects.
In Your Dad, My Mum, boy meets girl
and both complain of their parents'
new partners, failing to realise that
her dad is, of course, seeing his mum.
The book is told in diary form,
interspersed with the story of his dad,
who provides comic interludes as he
fails to hold his life together, giving
the reader another side to the story.
The Nick Sharratt cover may be
designed to attract Jacqueline Wilson
fans: her books deal with similar
issues in a much bleaker, more
detailed way. The light-hearted tone
of this novel masks the deeper
emotions of the characters while
allowing readers a chance to address
their own feelings, talk with friends or
laugh at their own parallel situation.
The story is not fully resolved here;
we are taken on a whirlwind tour of
emotions but are left to imagine the
inevitable conclusion. AG

Pictures in my mind
POETRY ***
Joan Poulson, ill. David
Roberts, Macdonald Young
Books, 128pp, 0 7500 2828 9,
£4.99 pbk

Walking on Air
POETRY

***Berlie Doherty, ill. Kevin
Kimber, Hodder, 96pp,
0 340 74679 3, £3.99 pbk
Part of a new poetry series from
Macdonald, Joan Poulson's collection
of poems will intrigue and inspire
children from 7 upwards.
Inside you will find poems about
grandparents, graffiti and girlfriends,
about fear, bullying and the
imagination. Using a variety of forms
and rich language, these poems are
carefully crafted and cover a mixture
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of old and new, challenging and light-
hearted themes. There is something
here for everyone.
For slightly older readers Doherty's
use of language in Walking on Air
conjures up pictures of childhood
and childhood memories. With a sure
hand she crafts lyrical and thought
provoking poems as well as
entertaining poems. There are
riddles, haiku, kennings; there are
poems about skirts that are too tight,
learning to ride a bike, mythological
creatures and dark caves. The poems
both celebrate life and capture life
experiences. FIT

Wilma's Wicked
Revenge

***Kaye Umansky, ill. Tony
Blundell, Puffin, 176pp,
0 14 130442 1, £3.99 pbk
Frostia and Scarlettine have always
made their younger sister Wilma's life
a misery. After helping to spoil her
twelfth birthday party, Wilma decides
to get her revenge on them. How she
manages this is told in an amusing
story that features many well known
fairy tale characters. Told in vintage
Umansky style, the book is
strengthened by the main character
appreciating and caring for people
other than herself from time to time.
Blundell's illustrations add to the
general humour of the story. RL

KEVIN CROSSLEY'HOLLAND

* "̂ =! w^^r *

THE SEEiriG
STQIIE

* * * * *

The Seeing Stone

*****Kevin Crossley-Holland,
Orion, 336pp, 1 85881 397 2,
£10.99 hbk
On the brink of the thirteenth
century, the young page Arthur de
Caldicot is given a shard of obsidian
by his knightly father's mysterious
friend Merlin. The stone grants the
youth visions of the saga of the
legendary King Arthur, linking his life
in a remote manor in the Welsh
marches with events in Celtic
London when the sword was drawn
from the stone. The desires and
anxieties which plague the young
Arthur, and the political chaos
accompanying the death of Richard
Coeur de Lion, are mirrored by
glimpses of the struggles of the King-
to-be as Uther Pendragon dies.
In one hundred short, glittering
chapters, Crossley-Holland, a master
of folklore and historic storytelling,
provides an almost encyclopedic
account of social life on the medieval

manor, while at the same time
weaving a narrative from personal,
political and mythological threads.
Sixty odd characters are convincingly
sketched. Food, dress, customs and
religion are concisely described.
Detailed end-maps reconstruct the
manor and its place in medieval
Britain. And none of this fascinating
detail detracts a jot from the force of
a narrative which culminates in
Arthur de Caldicot's departure for the
crusades. We will meet him again in
the two subsequent volumes of this
trilogy.
This is a tour de force of storytelling,
and a treat for all ages. GH

Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire

*****J K Rowling, Bloomsbury,
640pp, 0 7475 4624 X, £14.99
hbk
Rowling has joined the select
company of writers who make
readers, and whose popular audience
by its sheer scale defies analysis or
categories. Anyone who cares about
children's reading is immensely in
her debt. All parents and
professionals, quite as much as her
primary readership, now have a
vested interest in her continuing
success, and in Harry's progress to a
Wagnerian showdown with
Voldemort in book seven. (I predict
that their final duel will take place at
a Quidditch match!) This fourth book
is the midway point, and its immense
size - double that of its predecessors
- is not only a challenge for young
readers but a sign of the creative
pressures and technical conundrums
that Rowling must be facing.
In this book the enigmatic fateful link
between Harry and Voldemort (their
Cain-and-Abel-like hatred and
kinship once more hinted at) is only
really active as a framing device. It
provides a stupendous climax, but
most of the book is given to other,
more local events and relationships
at Hogwarts. Harry and his friends
are now fourteen, and the onset of
puberty and teenage romance is
handled with great sympathy and
skill. The school year (a self-imposed
straitjacket for Rowling both in
narrative and marketing) follows its
appointed course, tied once again to
the phases of a tournament, and yet
another memorable Dark Arts
teacher comes and goes. But some
familiar elements - the thwarted
spite of Draco Malfoy and his cronies,
Professor Snape's mysterious
loathing of Harry - are treading

water. Meanwhile, the moral cosmos
darkens as the force of evil is
revitalised.
The size of this episode in part
reflects Rowling's understandable
problems in keeping all her plot-lines
and times-scales alive and kicking.
Every year for three more years she
must pull off this feat in time for the
summer holidays, when Harry leaves
reluctantly for Privet Drive and every
other child heads eagerly for the
bookshops. The Goblet of Fire is
another successful step on a creative
tightrope walk. We must all hope and
pray that Rowling can make three
more. She may need some inspired
editorial help, and time to act on it
before the bell goes each July. PH

A Pond in a Meadow
NON-FICTION *
1 84138 171 3

A Clearing in a Forest
NON-FICTION **
1 84138 169 1
Sally Morgan, Belitha Press
'Life in ..., 32pp, £9.99 each
hbk
Not your typical pond, this, Victoria
Regia waterlilies cover its surface, red
eared terrapins bask on a log.
Dragonfly larvae and tadpoles live
side by side with no hint that the one
preys on the other, the 'perch'
pictured are roach, the 'tench'
pictured is a perch, a purple gallinule
trots about on the floating lily leaves
despite heavy pollution from
agriculture. This is not a book about a
pond in a meadow, but about many
different ponds, not all of which are
in meadows at all. It is misleading
and contains inexcusable errors.
Clearing is marginally better, but still
a composite - the forest trees vary
considerably and the animal
population is more than typically
diverse.
These are books that seem to have
been assembled rather than written.
Text and captions appear to have
been squeezed in between 'suitable'
photographs rather than pictures
chosen to illustrate a pre-determined
narrative. There are far better books
available, and it is to the publishers'
credit that some of these are listed on
p.Slofeach. TP

Leonardo and the
Flying Boy: A Story
about Leonardo da
Vinci
FACTION

*****Laurence Anholt, Frances
Lincoln, 32pp, 0 7112 1562 6,
£10.99 hbk
This latest book in Anholt's series
about the lives and work of great
artists seen through the eyes of
children brings across the sheer
range and depth of Leonardo da
Vinci's genius. It tells an exciting story
which includes the discovery of a
secret invention - Leonardo's flying
machine - and the drama of a crash
when two apprentices try to fly it.
Children aged about 8 to 10 years will
enjoy the exceptionally powerful
drawings and reproductions of
Leonardo's work which accompany
the fast moving narrative. The author
is also the illustrator - so it is not
surprising that there is an excellent
matching of the visual and the verbal
here.

Some teachers may not feel entirely
comfortable with the rather curious
genre - a story is woven round some
skeletal facts. But the approach is not
unlike that in historical novels for all
age groups. And there is an excellent
biography of the artist at the back,
putting the events described in the
story in a helpful context. Many will
feel it is very helpful to see events
through the eyes of a child.
This book encourages children to
understand that human beings can
have a creative vision and reach out
to change things. So here is an
inspirational book to read at home or
in school. MM

Alexander Graham Bell
111. Rachael Phillips,
1 84138 134 9

Marie Curie
Ill.Liz Roberts, 1 84138 135 7

Thomas Edison
111. Nick Spender, 1 84138 136 5

Michael Faraday
111. Neil Reed, 184138 1373
NON-FICTION

***Anita Ganeri, Belitha Press
'What would you ask?', 32pp,
£8.99 each hbk
Biographies of suitable role models
are always on the wish list of
librarians and teachers, and pupils
are no doubt grateful for accessible
material for project work. Ideally
such books should strike a balance
between setting out the
achievements of the scientist or
inventor in question and offering
sufficient personal detail to bring
them to life. One can see why the
publisher decided upon the
interview format for this series.
Unfortunately the questions do not
go much beyond the 'Where were you
born?' and 'What was your greatest
invention?' variety, before the text
becomes a straightforward narrative.
Ganeri writes clearly and directly for
the 8+ age group to provide all the
salient facts, but it is a pity that there
are no quotations or extracts from
diaries to enliven the stories.
Photographs and contemporary
material would also have helped to
give a greater sense of immediacy
than the somewhat bland washed-
out artwork. The four titles here cover
scientists and inventors, but the
series also includes the usual
suspects amongst the cast list
(astronaut, aviatrix, explorer). SU
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ART FRAUD
DETECTIVE

Art Fraud Detective
NON-FICTION ****
Anna Nilsen, Kingfisher, 48pp,
0 7534 0478 8, £12.99 hbk
Sixteen art fraudsters in four gangs
are the prime suspects. Who changed
the colour of a swimming costume
when forging Seurat's 'Bathers at
Asnieres'? And who has added nail
varnish to the handwriting on the
wall in a copy of Rembrandt's
'Belshazzar's Feast'? Just two of the
many questions to be answered by
young art fraud detectives as they
attempt to solve the mysterious

disappearance of top artwork from
the town's art gallery and their
replacement with cunning forgeries.
This is an ingenious interactive book
which is a spot the difference game, a
mystery story and art book all in one.
Published in association with the
National Gallery, it features 34 of the
world's greatest paintings, from Van
Eyck to Van Gogh and from Degas to
da Vinci. Using split page sections,
the reader can, with the aid of a free
magnifying glass, included with the
book, study the differences between
the original paintings and the fakes.
The eagle eyed reader is encouraged

to locate the hidden 'gang symbol'
and count the number of changes
made to each picture in order to
identify the forger who made each
fake.
This is a highly imaginative book
which introduces children to a wide
range of artists, techniques and
styles. A real masterpiece by a former
History of Art teacher, this book will
certainly stimulate a positive interest
in art. AK

REVIEWS 10-12 Middle/Secondary
A Far Away Place

****Harriet Graham, Oxford,
128pp, 0 19 271838 X, £5.99 pbk
Tug-of-love Sean and Josie are tricked
into going for a burger with their
estranged father and find themselves
virtual prisoners as their dad and his
Spanish partner play fugitive cat-
and-mouse games across France and
Spain. Only a clever coincidence or
two saves them from ending up in the
anonymous vastness of USA.
Good suspense writing and briskness
of pace makes this compulsively
readable and Graham deftly leaves
you feeling a touch of compassion for
the dad, despite his low cunning and
duplicity. Horrible cover! Target boys
with this one. DB

Undercover Angel

****Dyan Sheldon, Walker, 144pp,
0 7445 5950 2, £9.99 hbk
An enjoyable comedy where the
environmental battle between Elmo
Blue's mother and the scheming
property developer Mr Bamber is
complicated by the arrival of the
Bambers' adopted child, actually
undercover angel, Kuba, a feisty
female determined to help Elmo's
mother. A further complication is
Elmo's preference for the world of Mr
Bamber ('How could people who
drove a BMW and a Porsche be
uninteresting?") rather than his own
(his mother 'has a bike with a trailer
and a milk float'). The showdown
over Mr Bamber's latest proposals is
the focus for Kuba's efforts: she
cannot interfere but she can point

Elmo in the right direction until he
realises which side he actually wants
to fight for. More adventures of these
green Blues and their angel please.AJ

Finding Joe

*****Anthony Masters, Scholastic,
160pp, 0 439 01468 9, £5.99 pbk
Joe is missing. And nobody wants to
talk about it. Each of Joe's friends,
Barry, Paul and Jake, harbours a
secret about their relationship with
him but they will not share what they
know with each other. Instead, they
grudgingly search the foul wood and
stagnant marshes, the playground of
their youth, in a half-hearted attempt
to find him. Masters writes with a
psychological intensity as the boys
confront truths about themselves. In
a play fight, that recalls the hunting
games in Golding's Lord of the Flies,
the boys discover how easy it is to
cross the line between fantasy and
reality. A tightly structured novel that
shifts attention from the dynamic of
group interaction to individual
reflection, highlighting dissonance
between thought and word. Gripping
from beginning to end. NG

PoW

*****Martin Booth, Puffin, IGOpp,
0 14 130421 9, £4.99 pbk
When we first meet Ted Foley, the
hero of Martin Booth's novel, he is 14
years of age and a ship's boy aboard
HMS Nomad. It is May 1916 and over
the next 15 months he will witness
the sinking of his ship, spend a period
as prisoner of war in Germany and
make elaborate plans for his escape.
This sequence of events serves as
subject for a narrative of

§ Martin Booth

considerable power, in which the
warmth, humour and poignancy of
Booth's portrayal of men (and boys)
united in their loyalties and sense of
purpose more than balances his
picture of the degradations of prison
camp life. The result is a 'war' story
well beyond the usual achievements
of the genre. RD

Bound for America

***Elizabeth Lutzeier, Oxford,
176pp, 0 19 271815 0, £6.99 pbk
The Irish Famine of the 1840s has
become such a popular subject for
children's historical fiction that it is in
danger of developing its own cliches.
The opening chapters of Lutzeier's
novel do not quite manage to escape
some of these: here, it seems, is yet
another story involving family
separation, appalling conditions on a
transatlantic crossing and dreams of
the prosperity America will bring.
Once, however, the emigrant ship has
finally anchored off Canada's Gross
Isle, the details of the narrative
become more original, as we see the
focus shift to thirteen-year-old
Eamonn, his solo journey to Boston
and his determination to find his
mother and brothers. There are
occasional moments of melodrama
and unlikely coincidence but these
are balanced by some excellently
realised dramatic encounters. RD

Balloon House

****Brian Keaney, Orchard, 176pp,
1 84121 437 X, £4.99 pbk
Neve's resentment of her father's new
family is fuelled by her lingering
sense of his having let her down. The

book shifts from emotion to action
half way through when two gunmen
burst in upon Neve and her
stepmother and wait for her father to
return. Extracts from the story of a
magical balloon house that her father
used to tell Neve precede each
chapter and they cleverly parallel the
main story. They also give a physical
and emotional representation of
what Neve and her father have shared
and provide the final means for Neve
to show what they still share. The mix
of emotional insights and an action-
filled climax make this a thoughtful
and exciting read. AJ

Heaven Eyes
AUDIO BOOK *****
David Almond, read by
Imogen Stubbs, Hodder
Children's Books, 3hrs
abridged, 0 340 32288 8, £7.99
Imogen Stubbs as Erin Law, narrator
of Heaven Eyes is spell binding. She
unravels the strange story of three
children's search for freedom and a
sense of themselves sweetly, not
dwelling on the unhappiness that
propels their journey but allowing a
sense of mystery to build through it.
Erin, January and Mouse live in
Whitegates, a children's home from
which they frequently run away to
savour, if briefly, the outside world.
This time January builds a raft and
the three head down the river
towards the Black Middens. Here, in
the disused factory, they find Grampa
and Heaven Eyes and the huge
mystery and drama that surrounds
them. This is David Almond at his
most lyrical, drawing on the same
strand of magical realism that made
Skellig such a memorable book.
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Imogen Stubbs allows the magic to
flow. JE
(See also Now Out in Paperback, p!8)

Septimus Similon,
Practising Wizard

***Kathryn Cave, ill. Chris
Riddell, Hodder Silver, 240pp,
0 340 77850 4, £3.99 pbk
What do you do when an entire term's
worth of history notes get stolen from
your locker, and you have a test the
next day? Alison leaves a note for
Kevin, a boy whom she does not
know, asking him for help. Kevin tries
to help, and all would be well but for
the fact that Septimus Similon,
Alison's lodger, is just about to cast a
spell that goes gloriously wrong. As a
result, the magical world of
Theromantia becomes enmeshed
with the real world for a brief while,
with chaotically amusing results. Told
in a style reminiscent of Terry
Pratchett, this book is an amusing
blend of fantasy and the real world,
and could serve as an introduction to
fantasy books in general. RL

Never Again
NON-FICTION

****Martin Gilbert, HarperCollins,
192pp, 0 00 220175 5, £19.99
hbk
The challenge that faces anyone
writing about the Nazi persecution
and mass murder of Europe's Jews is
how to overcome the tendency to
accept abstract numbers such as 1.5
million murdered children without
appreciating what this actually
means. The challenge is made harder
by the obligation to explain how the
greatest crime of the twentieth
century was carried out, while not
encouraging a fascination with the
murderers who did their best to
glamorise themselves for posterity. In
his earlier books Sir Martin Gilbert
showed that by using testimony it is

possible to personalise the fate of
millions. His new work, published in
association with the Holocaust
exhibition at the Imperial War
Museum, excels in this respect. It is
less successful in also explaining how
the Nazis came to power, or what
made the killers tick, but few
historians have been able to achieve
this kind of balance.
Never Again may not be what
teachers or school students need if
they want to know about the fall of
the Weimar Republic or the evolution
of Nazi policy towards the lews, but it
contains everything that one could
possibly ask for to evoke the Jewish
experience of persecution and
resistance.
Gilbert begins with a chapter that
concisely describes the varied life
and rich culture of the Jews in
Europe. It covers the persecution of
the German Jews and then the
escalating atrocities during the war.
The emphasis is on what happened
to the Jews and how they responded.
There are also powerful sections on
those who helped them. Gilbert
makes wonderful use of illustrations
to bolster the text; the captions are
gems in themselves. The book is
superbly designed, with each page
offering a variety of stimulating
material for the reader, teacher, or
student. The generous margins of
each page are used for boxes, each
containing a pithy story, moving
recollection, or an extract from a
document. The chapters are
punctuated with excellent maps
taken from Gilbert's historical atlases.
The illustrations, graphics, and
extracts complement the narrative
and give the book a lively feel as well
as providing different kinds of
material for reflection or discussion.
Much of the testimony comes from
witnesses who were children or
teenagers at the time. Often their
words are accompanied by a
photograph of them in their youth.
This enables young readers to
connect with the past in the most
direct way. Many of the other
illustrations show the fate of young
people in the ghettos and camps.
Gilbert has carefully avoided
photographs that demean the victims
or titillate the reader. Nor has he
included any of the overused stills of
terrified, unclothed women, or piles
of naked corpses, that are extremely
problematic when used with children
or teenagers. He and his editors at
HarperCollins deserve congrat-
ulations for this brave decision. Since
his book shows that you can tell the
story of the Holocaust just as
effectively without these horrible
images I hope it sets an example
which other authors and publishers
will follow. DC

Chambers School
Dictionary
0 550 10009 1

Chambers School
Thesaurus
0 550 15004 8
NON-FICTION

*****Chambers, £6.99 each hbk
Chambers have been compiling
dictionaries for a long time, and their
experience shows in these two new
volumes designed for children to use
at school. The idea of school
dictionaries tends to conjure up a
dry, pedantic image, and the
temptation for publishers trying to
come up with something new must
be to go for something gimmicky and
modern - and not ultimately very
useful. Chambers have resisted this
and come up with two basic word-
books that are exactly as they should
be - clean, attractive and exception-
ally easy-to-use.
One of the attractions of the two
books is their neat, compact format.
This not only gives the page a friendly
size for a child to dip into, but makes
them easy to drop into a bag for
carrying to school. Yet a solid hard
cover suggests they could be very
hard-wearing.
The Dictionary contains over 40,000
definitions, so is fairly
comprehensive for a dictionary for
this age range. It also copes with the
modern world well, including clear
definitions for words like 'rap' and
'cybercafe'. There are lots of useful
features introduced in a low-key but
effective way, such as words that
could be confused, less-cliched
alternatives, and interesting panel
features on, for instance, regional
pronunciation and the history of
English. There are also fascinating
little insights into where certain
words came from. Did you know, for
instance, that the word 'jubilee'
comes from a Hebrew word for 'ram's
horn', blown to announce the start of
the Jewish year?
The Thesaurus is equally clear and
equally usable, and must surely help
a lot of children find a good range of
alternative words. It contains over
155,000 synonyms and antonyms,
examples to illustrate subtle
differences in meaning and help with
misused or overused words. As with
most thesauruses, it often fails to
deliver just the alternative word you
are looking for, but it does better than
most - and with such exceptional
clarity and economy that this is a
minor problem. Its one limitation is
the decision - presumably for space
and clarity - to provide only single
words as alternatives, not phrases.
All-in-all, these are welcome

additions to the range of essential
school books and will surely provide
millions of children with their basic
word books for years to come. JF

EC QMJLOGX

Who's Who in Science
and Technology
NON-FICTION

*****Bob Fowke, Hodder, 256pp,
0 340 75293 9, £5.99 pbk
Well blow me! No sooner have we
celebrated one rib-tickling collective
science 'biography' than along comes
another one! And no sooner have we
lamented the lack of an index in the
first one than one is supplied in the
second. Who's Who may have fewer
giggles per spread than Suffering
Scientists (see BfK 124) but it is
eminently more usable. For a start
this is not a ramble through scientific
discipline observing bio-milestones
on the way, hut an ordered progress
through the chronology of scientific
development from Imhotep, (27th
century BC) to Jocelyn Bell (born
1943). Information is sound, showing
us each subject's principal
contribution(s) and how - important,
this - they fit into the greater
knowledge-pattern. A worthy
companion to Arnold's book, which it
can be used to amplify and
illuminate. 'I enjoyed reading it' says
Patrick Moore on the back cover. Pity
you don't find him inside as well. TP

REVIEWS 12+ Secondary
Trip of a Lifetime

**Eric Johns, Walker, 144pp,
0 7445 5947 2, £9.99 hbk
We are told on the flyleaf that this
book follows a young man's turbulent
and ultimately mind shattering
experience with drugs. What we get is
more in the shape of the title of the
opening chapter - 'Introducing me -
sex maniac'. This increasingly
tiresome description is featured on
practically every other page, as are

crude sexual references which the
reader is asked to accept on account
of Mike's problems. Frankly the line 'I
know if there was a terrorist bomb, I
wouldn't rush to help, but to see if
any woman's skirt had been torn off
is both tasteless and mindless. You
are left with the feeling that this
writer is more interested in
peppering the reader with smutty
asides than developing a powerful
storyline.
Fictionalised encounters with drugs
need to have a measure of credibility
otherwise they will not resonate with

young people's experience. What is
triggered from a drink laced with a
drugs cocktail topped up with an
impregnation of LSD is a daft, rather
than shattering chain of events. Mike
tricks a stable into hiring him a
horse-drawn caravan; then follows a
journey into a deep wood, an
attempted suicide, a bizarre fantasy
involving ancient rural fertility
rituals, a death and more sex. Finally
we return to a sort of normality,
where he is arrested, put in hospital
and lastly reconciled with his mother.
I could not see the point of this book.

It does not illuminate the issue of
drug taking among young people,
and fails to show insight into the
adolescent condition, apart from the
fact that some male minds are utterly
sexist. CC

Warlands

*****Rachel Anderson, Oxford,
128pp, 0 19 271817 7, £5.99 pbk
Uncle Ho was a Vietnamese orphan
before he was adopted by Amy's
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grandparents. But nobody knows
anything about his formative
experiences in war torn Vietnam,
nobody knows what provokes the
violent screaming attacks. However,
Granny says: 'everyone needs to
know the story of their life, even if it
has to be invented.' So, piecing
together fragments of information,
the family construct stories of 'what
might have been' and cradle Ho with
love, as best as they are able.
Warlands throws into sharp focus the
psychological gulf between
traumatised children and the well
meaning but inadequate responses
of those who try to help. Anderson's
multiple viewpoint novel about the
plight of refugee children is
technically accomplished and
profoundly moving. This book makes
an important contribution to topical
debate about constructions of
childhood and exhorts us to reflect
on the damaging impact that
promulgation of an Ideal Concept
has when children cannot conform to
expectations of the ideal image and
are thus treated as non-children. NG

Tell me I'm OK, really

***Rosie Rushton, Piccadilly,
176pp, 1 85340 616 3, £5.99 pbk
Rushton is back on familiar territory
as she tackles teenage problems with
her usual blend of humour and
compassion.
Georgie's Mum has been admitted to
a psychiatric hospital and her Dad is
reiving on Georgie to support him,
deal with her mother's illness and
continue to do well at school. Just as
Georgie is convinced that she is
destined for the same hospital as her
mother, she meets Flavia Mott, an
eccentric, vibrant older woman, who
helps her to see a way through the
difficulties in her life.
Rushton's replication of teenage
dialogue is as sure as ever and she
continues to explore unflinchingly
and believably the issues which are at
the heart of teenage malaise. VR

Terminal Chic

***Chloe Rayban, Bodley Head,
192pp, 0 370 32571 0, £10.99 hbk
Cyberbabe Justine Duval, star of
Love. In Cyberia, Wild Child, and
Virtual Sexual Reality, returns in this
futuristic time-travelling romance. If
you are someone who extols the
virtues of the latest technology, but

you are equally frustrated by its
limitations, and loathe the
inflexibility of control systems gone
mad, you will enjoy transporting with
Justine to the year 3001, where she
visits the Upside home of Los, her
gorgeous E-boyfriend. On the Upside
everyone lives a thrilling virtual life
after simulated sunset and on
Saturday evenings the cool gang get a
buzz from visiting the seedy
Downside of town. The problem is
that the Upsiders have lost the
capacity for genuine human emotion
- and Justine is head-over-heels-in-
love! Will Justine get her man? Will
she get back to 1998? Rayban's witty
sci-fi meets teenage angst novel with
a touch of parody will not disappoint
her fans. NG

lives in a bush. Pretty much the book
equivalent of fast food. AJ

Sea Hawk, Sea Moon

_ ***Beverley Birch, Hodder
Signature, 192pp,
0 340 74378 6, £4.99 pbk
Set around a loch in the Highlands,
this moody novel examines
ambitiously the deeds and influences
of the past criss-crossing into the
present; secrets can never be fully
hidden and submerged, for they
attach themselves cyclically to the
next generation: 'But the more things
roll on, Ben, the more you see them
coming back to look at you, like a
circle.'
Ben's visit to help his uncle repair a
boat, which the tides have cast up on
the loch-side takes on nightmarish
proportions when his dreams reveal
what really occurred in the '30s and
portend future horrors for the elderly
locals to re-live and for the young folk
to survive. The psychological levels
and introverted style of this novel will
take some handling for all but
tenacious readers. DB

Burger Wuss _

Matthew T. Anderson, Walker,
224pp, 0 7445 5637 6, £9.99 hbk
Anthony may be a wuss but when he
finds his girlfriend horizontal with
Turner he decides to seek revenge by
taking a job at O'Dermott's burger
restaurant where Turner is a star
employee. Why this is the best way to
take revenge is unclear but at least
allows for some fun with fast-food
practices and the feud with Burger
Queen. This is a book that tries hard
to be liked and it is quite funny in
parts, such as the baseball game on
the flooded park and the anarchic
Shunt, a cook at O'Dermott's who

Shylock's Daughter

***Mirjam Pressler, trans. Brian
Murdoch, Macmillan, 304pp,
0 333 78329 8, £9.99 hbk
This is The Merchant of Venice from
the other side of the ghetto wall.
Pressler gives Shylock two daughters:
Jessica, the beautiful one that
Shakespeare knew, who deserts her
religion and her people, and marries
Lorenzo; and Dalilah, the adopted
daughter, a little above a servant, who
gradually acquires the courage to
make her own way out of the ghetto.
This is an intense book, for twelve-
year-olds and upwards, that moves
between the experiences and
thoughts of Shylock and his
daughters, and allows each their own
authenticity. It offers a discerning
view of the confinement of the
ghetto, and of the strengths and
weaknesses that it engendered; and,
playing on the Shakespearean link,
an interesting, though slightly more
anachronistic, view of the
confinement of gender roles. There is
much historical background that
weighs rather heavily on what is
already a demanding read and there
is even an 'Afterword' by the
translator which, while seeking to
explain the book point by point,
largely repeats it. The translation is
clear and idiomatic but does not, to
my mind, quite overcome the
difficulty of lost resonance and
nuance that all translators face. CB

Warriors of Alavna

***N. M. Browne, Bloomsbury,
320pp, 0 7475 4694 0, £5.99 pbk
This is the story of two 15-year-olds
who find themselves summoned to
the first century AD, where they
become blood brothers to a Celtic
tribe after witnessing the massacre of
the women and children of a whole
village. Dan and Ursula, both with
various problems in 'real' life, find
they have special powers, and help
their adopted tribe to defeat the
Romans occupying the area.
1 found it uneven and far from
gripping despite a good basic
storyline, with poor punctuation and
inappropriate use of contemporary
language sometimes obscuring the
sense. This is particularly apparent at
the end, which appears rushed and

weak. In addition, many serious
themes, such as gender roles, the
relationship between self-image and
achievement, and the importance of
a supportive peer group, are raised
but not dealt with adequately, leaving
the reader dissatisfied and faintly
disturbed. Having said this, my
young testers were enthusiastic
about the story and enjoyed the
historical context. AG

A Look at Life in the
Sixties
0 7502 2655 2

A Look at Life in the
Seventies
0 7502 2656 0
NON-FICTION

**R.G. Grant, Wayland, 48pp,
£5.99 each pbk
Here are two of the books in a series
which covers the closing years of the
twentieth century. They have been
published previously in hardback and
cover the decades from 1960-80. They
are not quite histories, although Grant
does impose some shape on the
material. This is a 'Look at Life' for
young people over 14 years old that is
refracted through the preoccupations
of the media. Fashion and pop music
have more coverage than domestic
and international events; Abba gets as
much space as Richard Nixon; and Che
Guevera merits a profile more as youth
icon than significant historical figure.
The books rely on a plethora of visual
sources: photographs, publicity shots,
TV and film stills, and advertisements.
While these give a feel for the spirit of
the times, they also distort what life
was like for most people by relying on
what was newsworthy. As you might
expect, the sixties volume emphasises
youth culture, flower power and long
hair. As typical of young people's life in
the 1960s, but much less glamorous,
might be the bedsit and the
launderette.
A photograph of the dingy interior of
a typical British city centre pub in
1967 might dispel the notion of
Carnaby Street Britain.
This is the 1960s and 1970s as a
transatlantic youth and liberation fest.
The developing world barely intrudes.
It is interesting that most of the films
and books recommended by Grant as
revealing the spirit of the time are
American. It is curious that 'ordinary
people' (in comparison to the young
and newsworthy?) only enter on the
narrative occasionally, crucially to
bring the two decades to a close with
votes for Thatcher and Reagan and a
return to 'order and authority'.
I can see that fashion, pop music,
leisure and sport all have their place
in social history. I can see, too, their
appeal to a young audience. The
obvious danger, however, is that
history presented in this way, as a
media event, will itself be seen
merely as a parade of style
statements, with the struggles of past
lives seen as no more significant than
hot pants or flared trousers. CB

Picture books reviewed
this issue relevant to
older readers:

Aldo (see p20)
The Boy Who Became an
Eagle (see p21)
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CLASSICS IN SHORT No. 24
Brian Alderson

Centenary of a sixty-one-year-old hit...
Author

Lyman Frank Baum was bom near
Syracuse, New York on 15 May 1856.
For the sixty-three years up to his
death in 1919 he pioneered his way
through a variety of small-town
enterprises: travelling theatre
company (for which he wrote at least
three plays), lubricant salesman,
glassware salesman, inventor of the
profession of window-dressing, and
an early adventurer in the emergent
movie industry. Bankruptcy or its
threat never seemed to mar his
enthusiasms or cause him to lose faith
in the potential of his ideas.

Publishing the Book
He started to write for children during
his window-trimming days in
Chicago. His first book, Mother Goose
in Prose (1897) - which was also the
first book to be illustrated by the
Golden Age painter, Maxfield Parrish -
was sufficiently successful to
encourage him to a follow-up: Father
Goose, His Book (1899), a picture
book with remarkable illustrations by
another newcomer to children's
books, William Wallace Denslow. This
proved an immediate success, which
was just as well since author and artist
were already well advanced in
collaboration on another work, a story
'written solely to pleasure the children
of today', The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz, copyrighted 1899 and published
in Chicago by George M. Hill in 1900
(the year in which Baum also
published The Art of Decorating Dry
Goods Windows and Interiors). The
Wizard was slower to catch on than
Father Goose, but once it got going it
was - in the USA - unstoppable and
Baum, to his dismay, found himself
having to write a dozen or so sequels,
all of which were illustrated by John R.
Neill. That still wasn't enough, and
after Baum's death the series was
continued by Ruth Plumly Thompson.

The Story
approaches banality sufficiently
closely for us to feel no surprise at its
status as the U.S.A.'s classic fantasy.
Certainly it adopts the traditional
patterning of folktales*. The action is
triggered by a catastrophe, the
heroine sets out on a quest of
recovery, she meets companions
(known to you all), they undergo
dangers, and after reaching their goal
they are set tasks before their various

\Vizard of
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quests are (with magic helpers)
resolved. The story is told with great
geniality, and, by having the Emerald
City emerald by means of a goofy
trick and by having the Great Wizard a
humbug, on his own admission,
Baum introduces playful elements
'for the children of today'. But the
book is let down by its casual plotting,
with no attempt at dramatic tension
('disagreeable incidents' were not
wanted) and this is matched by his
lumbering prose. What storyteller
worth his place in the mead-hall

"Exactly so! I am a humbug."

would go in for sentences like 'They
walked along listening to the singing
of the bright-coloured birds and
looking at the lovely flowers which
now became so thick that the ground
was carpeted with them.' It's no great
wonder that the book made no
headway in Europe (first London
edition 1926) and that it was only with
the arrival of Judy Garland, Frank
Lahr et al. in 1939, to the tune of an
irrelevant song, that classic status was
achieved.

HOWEVER
it does not do to forget Baum's
collaborator, W. W. Denslow the
illustrator. He used his author's rather
mundane text as an excuse for a
display of graphic pyrotechnics for
which there had been no precedent.
Adopting techniques drawn from art
nouveau experiments in design and
recognizing the potential of photo-
graphic plate-making, he threw into
The Wizard an array of images that
gave it the vigour that was lacking:
decorative initials and chapter head-
pieces, spot-drawings and marginal
drawings enlivening the pages,
colour-plates on coated paper and a
sequence of tints throughout the
book which corresponded to
Dorothy's journey through Oz's
coloured counties. Above all, he 'did a
Tenniel' by fixing forever the
character (beyond anything Baum
had done) of Dorothy, Toto, her three
companions, and the reluctant
Wizard himself. That is classic -
absolutely - and how some dimwit
reviewer in the TES can call Lizbeth
Zwerger's recent edition - at once
weedy and pretentious - 'definitive' is
beyond belief. •
* See references ad nauseam to Vladimir Propp
in the Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales (to be
reviewed in BfK 126) - if you can find them.

Note: The glimpses of Denslow's style
seen here are from the fully annotated
edition of The Wizard of Oz, ed. Susan
Wolstenholme, in the 'World's Classics'
series (Oxford University Press, 1997,
0 19 283930 6, £4.99 pbk). Not 'definitive',
but far more in tune with the text than
Zwerger's, is the cover, also reproduced
here, by Michael Foreman for 'The
Centenary Edition' (Pavilion Books,
1999, 1 86205 343 X, £14.99).

Brian Alderson is Chair of the Children's
Books I listory Society and the chief children's
book consultant for The Times.


